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New Energy Synchrotize

Session 1
Let Go of Everything
I am, yes I am, Adamus Saint-Germain. Welcome to this New Energy Synchrotize where we’re going

to explore the nature of reality, the effect of belief systems, and how you can make conscious choices in
your life to bring about the reality that you choose for yourself.

We’re gathered here in this location on the coast of the Western United States with a group who has

come in from all around the world to participate in this event. Each of you sitting here on this day is an

integral part of this whole process that we’re going to be unfolding over these next few days. You wonder
why you are here. There are a variety of reasons. First, you are here helping to bring in and to move this

energy for the many who will be listening to or watching this information. Your energy is as much present
in this text, in this video, or in this audio presentation as mine, as Cauldre’s or Linda’s.

You don’t know necessarily why you came here, what was it that motivated you to sign up for this,

to be part of this presentation? It’s quite simple: You have an intellectual understanding of many of the

materials that we’re going to be covering. Many of you have already listened to the previous version of
this School. Some of you have actually taken a class or been guided by a facilitator in this process, yet
there remains a bit of confusion, a bit of a cloud, an uncertainty into what this whole process is about.

That is exactly where you’ve gotten stuck. You’ve turned it into an intellectual process. You’re trying to

figure out the way. You’re trying to look for all the little nuances in this program. You have made it far too
complex. We’re going to start at the end and work our way back to the beginning. It is very, very simple.
You are here representing the many who will take part in this in their own way, the ones who are

stuck in their own minds, the ones who are afraid to open up their feelings, the ones who are actually

afraid of the ability to create their own reality. It is much easier to just be a participant in this process that

you call the Earth experience. It is much easier, I’m going to say, to be a victim of the events that transpire
every day rather than be the Creator of your own reality.

In this world right now, there are some 6 billion people who are hypnotized, not necessarily hypno-

tized by any one group, one person or a government. They are hypnotized by the mass consciousness
overlays of Earth and humanness. Their hypnosis causes them to just go through the daily events in

their lives without feeling, without truly experiencing, but going through it almost like robots who have

been programmed to get up at a certain time, who’ve been programmed to go to work, who’ve been

programmed to do certain things for their families and their friends and their co-workers, who’ve been
programmed at the end of the day not to truly reflect on the experiences of the day and what they have
created.

There are 6 billion people on Earth right now who do not view themselves as Creators. Just like you,

they don’t know why they are here on Earth right now. They don’t know why they do certain things, why
they show up for their jobs. When you ask them – as I have done many, many times – they respond, “I

don’t know. I’m not sure. Perhaps the answer will come to me sooner or later.” This is, in my words, a despicable way to live, and it’s not why any of you or any human should be on Earth right now. You should
know every moment of every day why you’re here, what you’re doing, what your choices are, and how
you can create the reality for yourself.

There are 6 billion people who are hypnotized, who accept belief systems without ever taking a look

at how the belief systems got there in the first place, who have accepted beliefs planted by other people,
planted by society, and planted by themselves

accepting these belief systems into their lives like they

belong there, like they own them, without challenging or questioning them.

For the next three days of our New Energy Synchrotize program, we are going to question reality.

We are going to question belief systems. We are going to question the ability for you to make conscious

choices in your life. We are going to question why you keep these in your mind and why you don’t actually implement them in your life. We are going to question why you have gone this many years in your
life without truly allowing yourself to feel the experience of your creation. Feel the experience of your

creation – those are three words that are very, very foreign to most humans. They don’t feel. They don’t
experience. And they don’t believe they create.

So many believe that they were put here by some higher force or higher power. They’re not really

sure why. They’re told that they have to obey certain rules and certain laws of both man and God to be

able to appease this God in some afterlife. It doesn’t exist at all in the way it’s written or told. This group
here meeting in Lincoln city on the coast for this experience – you are also representing humans all
around the world

Shaumbra – those who are on their spiritual journey and awakening – but also many,

many non-Shaumbra who are going to be putting their toes into the water, so to speak, listening to these
recordings, viewing them, wondering how they can be conscious Creators in their own lives as well.

As I said, we’re going to start at the end and work our way back to the beginning. The end is that you

choose. You choose what you want in your life. You can do that, you know. You feel the weight and the
force of all of the elements external to you saying – you telling yourself – that you can’t choose. “I’ve

tried that, and it doesn’t work. There are too many powers outside of me that are blocking me from making conscious choices in my life.” That is a belief system that you have already implanted into your life
and you’ve already accepted. Your mind struggles at times to try to break through it. There’s a feeling

that you have that there truly is an answer somewhere, but it is just beyond your grasp right now. I tell
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you from angelic being and Master to another angelic being and Master, it is as simple as you making the
conscious and deliberate choice of what you want in your life right now.

Every one of you who is here and most of you who are listening to this have been struggling lately,

struggling to manifest something, to make something actually happen according to your choices and your
creation. Then you feel this whole tidal wave come over you, pushing you back. You tend to give up. You
tend to search for the answer, trying to find out what you did wrong. What you have here is a force of

mass consciousness. It is a force of hypnosis that you have been under: Its spell, sleeping under its spell,

seeming to work against you. It gets you caught in the mind. It gets you trapped there, and then it gets you
feeling like you are not a Creator at all.

During these next three days, we’re going to go beyond what the mind can analyze, what the mind

can offer and get into the true feelings, get into the true experiences of conscious choice. We’re going to
break through some of the old hypnotic influences, influences that started eons of time ago, particularly
back in the time of Atlantis

a type of mind control, a type of hypnosis that was placed into the human

consciousness and into the individual minds and has been with you ever, ever since. We’re going to break

through that old hypnosis. We’re going to go beyond into a type of personal hypnosis that you allow yourself to have. Not a hypnosis coming from the outside but one that you grant yourself, the ability to create
a belief system for yourself; therefore, a type of hypnosis that you are consciously choosing and you can
consciously uncreate any time that you want.

Belief systems create reality. Period. Belief systems create every bit of reality that you have ever

experienced. A belief system is a potent energy that calls out like a radio signal, calling out to all other

energies, to all other people, not just in the Earthly realms but in the multi-dimensional realms as well.

A belief system calls out for other energies to substantiate it, to support it. Therefore, if you have a belief

right now that you are stuck – which you are – it is like a type of magnet that draws in all of the other supporting experiences and energies to bring that belief system into reality. Through the processes that you
have been going through lately, you’ve come to believe that you’re stuck and that belief system, like a

large energetic consciousness magnet, pulls in all of the other energies to make sure that it comes true that
you are stuck.

Belief systems beget more belief systems. Belief systems beget energies that come in to support that

reality. In that reality, everything is interconnected. Therefore, what you have now is this huge matrix or

grid of belief systems, thousands, millions of belief systems in your life right now that are all sending out
a signal to bring in energies to support it

because you have lived many, many lifetimes on Earth and

you have accumulated files and files and files worth of belief systems, many of which carry over from one
lifetime to the next. Because you live in a very fast-paced society right now, you have brought in even
more belief systems, so much so that it is like this large traffic jam of belief systems in your life.

You have belief systems on one hand that you are spiritual, that you are God also. On the other hand,

you have a belief system that you are human, that you are puny, that you are small, that you are a vic-
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tim, that you don’t know why you’re here. Both of these belief systems are operating at the same time.

Combine that with the millions and millions of other beliefs that you have about you, and your life, and

the world around you, and now you have a very interwoven mess taking place, so much so that what we

have noticed in looking at you as individuals and as a group with all of these different competing, colliding, layered belief systems is that it has caused you to get very, very stuck. What happens when you get

that stuck, is that you tend to go mental which makes you even more stuck. Then you get anxiety. You get
depression. You get frustration. You lose your passion, and you lose you luster.

Over the next three days with all of you, we’re going to be taking off some of those wraps, some

of those layers. We’re going to be going in deep and taking a look at the belief systems that you have

brought to this place right now. We’re going to be taking a look at some very, very simple – I don’t even

want to call them methods – they’re very, very simple Creator tools for shaping your own reality. I underline the words “your own reality” because it is about creating yours. Obviously you live on Earth with a
lot of other people, people who are close to you, people who you work with. So often, some of your de-

sires and what would be choices relate to other people. You have a belief that other people must be acting
or doing a certain thing for you to be happy.

The new hypnosis – the personal New Energy hypnosis – is for you only. It’s not about something

that is going to be inflicted on your children, on your partner, on those that you work with; it is for you

only. That is a point we’re going to stress over and over again during our time together. You are creating

your own reality for you. It’s not about creating realities for others. When you try to shape them to fit your
ideas or images, you’ll most indeed run into energetic conflicts. Your creations should be for you.

Right now, there are what we would call extreme overlays of hypnosis all throughout the human

consciousness. At the same time, there is a very deep inner desire and awakening. You know what I speak
of because you have felt it also – a desire to break free, break free of that matrix or of that grid that seems
to control things in you and your life. I see some of you trying to punch your way out. It’s like you are

imprisoned inside what is almost like a rubber balloon. You’re trying to punch your way out. You know
something is out there. You know that somehow you got trapped within this sphere that’s holding you.
You’re trying to punch your way out, but it’s not working.

As a matter of fact, the more you try to break through, the more this sphere that you’re in, this prison

that you’re in, keeps you held tightly. You stress and you push and you even get angry trying to figure

out the answer. The answer is really quite simple. It is about choosing, making a conscious choice. You

see, right away I can see every one of you going to your head. “But, Saint-Germain, I’ve tried that and it

doesn’t work.” You are thinking your choice. There’s going to be a difference here; it’s going to be about
feeling and experiencing the choice.

As individuals and small groups of humans learn to break through the hypnosis of humanity, learn

that they can be true Creators in their own life, this has a drastic effect on what you would call the matrix,
or the hypnotic overlays
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out of the hypnotic overlays of society, it changes the whole fabric. It changes this whole entire complex
weaving of hypnosis.

As the first go through, break through in their own lives, it creates the potentials now for others to

break through in theirs. The timing on this (as we record this) is less than two months before this event
called the Quantum Leap. The timing is important. The timing is not a coincidence that we would be

doing this in the waning hours of the old consciousness in the old age. So you are here, gathered here on

behalf of all the many who are going to be listening, watching, and looking for answers in their own lives,
looking for ways that they can be conscious Creators as well.

You have an assignment between now and our next session. The homework for you is to let go, to

let go

of everything. That is why some of you have been feeling a bit anxious before you got here, a bit

uncertain about what was going to happen. We’re going to ask you to let go of everything. Your human
self – the human aspect of you – has been holding on tightly. You’ve been trying to hold on to the parts

and pieces of your human life, hold on to relationships, jobs, money. You’ve been feeling almost a sense
of desperation and, for many of you, even a sense of panic as the humanness of you is trying to hold on.
But hold on to what? Hold on to a life that you know wasn’t as satisfying as it could be? Hold on to

this whole hypnotic overlay of just enough: Just enough money to feed yourself, just enough love from

other people to get you through, just enough happiness or joy to let you barely make it through the day? Is
that what you’ve been holding on to? Perhaps out of fear of what would happen if you let go. What happens if you let go of all of your belief systems, all of them, the big ones and the little ones?

The belief systems in things like what your body needs, what you’re told it needs. The belief systems

in things like how you should treat other people – that one has really ruled your life for a long time, and

you’re not even aware of it or the effects that it has on you. The belief systems in how you’re supposed to
make a living. How many of you have jobs that you’re not truly happy with, but there’s a belief that you
have to have it to make money? You don’t have to have a job. You don’t have to work in order to make

money. You don’t even have to have money. You don’t need any of these things. These are hypnotic overlays that you have bought into, that you’re struggling with, and that are holding you back from the true
joy of life.

You have belief systems about the angels and about God itself. Let that one go above all. That perhaps

is one of the most insidious energies and most destructive belief systems common to humans right now on
Earth. This whole concept of God, this whole concept of the order and hierarchy of the angelic realms and
the heavenly house – let go of that.

The challenge between now and our next session is to let go of everything. That perhaps will be one

of the most frightening things you ever do. I’m going to tell you right now – and I’m going to tell you

later – that you’re going to lie to yourself and you’re going to lie to me. You’re going to go away from

this session thinking that you’re going to let go of everything, but you’re just going to let go of the stuff

that you really don’t like. Then you’re going to try to hold some things in your back pocket. You’re going
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to try to hide or squirrel away a few belief systems here and there – like I’m not going to see you hiding
those. You’re going to play a mental game with me, and I’m going to win because I’m not mental – you
are. I’m feeling and I’m experiencing.

You’re going to get mad at me at least once during the course of the next few days because I’m going

to tell you that you’re a liar. I’m going to tell you that you are full of – there’s a human word for it – I be-

lieve it’s bullshit. You’re going to play a game that you don’t know what I’m talking about when it comes
to you. You’re going to play a game. You’re going to arm-wrestle me. You are going to hold out on a few
things just to prove to me that you’re a stubborn, obstinate human being – which I already know, so you
don’t have to play that game.

Out of the greatest love and honor for you – which I truly have – I’m going to ask you to let go of ev-

erything. Everything. Yes – relationships, money, desire. You’re going to emotionally, mentally let those

things go. You are holding on to things that really don’t serve you. You hold on to this concept of health,

for instance, because you’re worried. You’re afraid actually of your own body. You think it’s going to turn
against you and develop cancer, or the organs will give out, or it’s going to do strange and embarrassing
things when you’re with other people. You hold on desperately to this concept of health and well being
because you’re afraid. You’re afraid that if you let go of that concept, your body will fall apart.

You hold on to what you consider mental stability. You hold on to things like pure and positive

thoughts because you’re afraid if you let go of that, you’re going to be inundated with negative, unhealthy
thoughts

that you’re going to attract bad and dark people and even demons into your life so you hold on

to this concept of what you call your own purity, what you call “positive thinking.” I’m here to tell you

right now that you’re in your own trap. Holding on is only keeping you stuck. There’s a myriad of things
that you hold onto – they’re belief systems, belief systems that you have developed about how you can
survive on this Earth.

I’m going to ask you to be bold, to be daring, and to let them all go one by one by one until you have

nothing left

until you are empty, until you are your own void, until you can truly know that there is

nothing, nothing left at all. This is a very difficult experience. It’s going to challenge you in every way
from every direction. Observe as your mind kicks in and starts arguing with you. Observe as you even

feel energies from the outside come in and say, “No, you’re being tricked. You’re being fooled. Listen to
us. We will help you.” Observe as all of these happen. Observe your own fears or your own joys about
letting go of everything.

I’ll tell you how the story can end – if you choose. When you let go of everything, you’re going to

realize and feel and experience how little you were, how tiny you were

trying to battle the big world

outside of you, trying to preserve your tiny little fortress called “humanville,” trying to hang on desperately to the thing that you can’t stand about yourself anymore – your own limitations, your own tiny human
self.

You’re going to realize that there is something far, far grander than the very thing that you were trying
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to defend and hold onto. You’re going to realize that there is you, not the you that you see in the mirror

every morning, but there is a you – I don’t even want to call it your soul or your spirit because that has its
own overlays and connotations – but there is you, the “you” you have been waiting to meet

the you that

you have been calling out to and wanting to know, the you that transcends the human limitations, the you
that is true, that is pure, that has always been there but has been distanced because of all of these things
we call the human overlays, that you which is nearly indefinable in words. I would simply call it the “I
Am” or “You are” presence.

It is the energy of you that already knows how to totally heal its body without all the diets, and the

medications, and the fears, and the worries, and your positive stinking affirmations that don’t work. It is
the you that knows how to bring in everything that you need in your life – the abundance, money if you
happen to need it, the relationships that are appropriate if you choose or desire them

the you that already

knows you, the you that knows how to nurture and support and to love the human aspect who is wandering aimlessly around the Earth right now trying to find answers, the you that is already here.

It sounds so simple, doesn’t it? But there is this huge perceived distance between the little you and the

real you. When the little you contemplates the real you, well, you can’t even contemplate it; it seems so

distant and foreign, yet at the same time in great contradiction, it seems like you’re almost there. It seems
like you can almost feel, and touch, and experience this thing that is really you, not the you that is masquerading here as some puny human, disempowered, but the real you that seems so close at times.

During these next three days, we’re going to explore, in simplicity, how you can become you, how

you can become that Creator, that chooser of realities, that being who actually creates and shapes their
own life. But before we can do that, we’re going to ask you to let go of everything. Everything. If you

need to, write it down on a piece of paper. If you need to, go stand in the wind, or the rain, or the sun, and
let it blow off of you, wash off of you, melt off of you. Let go of those things that you desperately are

clinging to right now that do not serve you anymore. Don’t hold back. Don’t tell me that you’re going to
do the assignment some other time because in order for us to move forward, it’s important to do it now.

I would like you to observe several things during this process. Who do you meet as you’re letting go

– what voices, what personalities, what beings? Who do you meet as you’re going through this process
because they’re going to come in. Who is it? As you go through this process, where do you get stuck?
I’m going to tell you right now, you’re going to come and tell me later that you didn’t understand

what I said. You understand right now, don’t you? There is a lot of clarity here. We’re connecting with

each other and most of you are still awake. (Audience laughter.) You’re going to tell me later on that you
didn’t understand the assignment. You’re going to tell me that it wasn’t clear enough, that I didn’t give
you steps one, two, three and four.

There are not four steps; there is only one – let go of everything. Let it go. It’s going to take some

time to do your internal inventory. It’s going to take you time to go through the process. It’s going to bring
up things. Observe what comes up, what fears. Observe the discomforts or the joys.
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That is your homework assignment between now and our next session. We have much ground to

cover over the next few days, but the one thing we’re going to do is to keep it simple. We’re going to keep
it direct. It’s all about you and your choices. It’s all about feeling and experiencing and choosing – three
words that are in the human vocabulary, but are never actually experienced.
Until our next session, I am Master Adamus, Professor Saint-Germain.
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Session 2
Reality Landscape
I am that I am, Adamus Saint-Germain. Welcome back to the New Energy Synchrotize where we take

a look at belief systems, reality, the illusion of reality, the effects of both self-hypnosis and mass hypnosis
and, ultimately, how to create the reality that you choose for yourself, a reality that you can feel, a reality
that you can experience, and a reality that you are choosing for yourself.

It sounds perhaps like this is a very difficult task. How do you create your reality amongst all of the

many, many people who are in your life, the millions, billions of people who exist on Earth right now?

How can you choose your reality for you without affecting everyone else and everything else? How can
your reality also be just for you rather than for everyone else?

You see, part of this whole concept of mass hypnosis or mass consciousness is that everything influ-

ences everything. Everything influences everything else. It is all interconnected into this whole belief

system of humanity. It even expands out into the angelic realms. That is why so often you feel like you

are simply a victim of this whole movement of consciousness, perhaps a victim of some sort of unknown

destiny, or even of a higher power, whether that higher power is a thing called God, or whether that higher
power is simply this matrix or this grid of human consciousness that you can’t seem to be free of.

Everything influences everything, up until a point. That point is you choosing what it is that you want

to create as your reality. But in order to actually do that, it is important to understand how belief systems
work, how reality is created, how it affects your own life.

We talked in our last session about letting go of everything, letting go of everything. Perhaps this is

one of the most beneficial things any human can do for themselves. Very few humans will ever be willing to do it, or even to take a look at it. We asked you to let go of everything and, of course, it brought

up so many issues. Will you lose your identity if you let go of everything? Perhaps. What will happen to

the things that are near and dear to you? Will they go also? If you let go of everything, who’s going to be
controlling you? Who’s going to be supervising your life? Will you disappear into some abyss? Will you
go out of identity? Will you return back into a Oneness or will you cease to exist at all?

We asked you in our last session to let go of everything knowing that, first of all, it is very, very

difficult to do especially when you try this the first time. It brings up so many issues and fears and ques-

tions that you find yourself in a state of confusion or overwhelm for the most part. When you start to let

go of every thing – which are basically just belief systems – it also triggers voices within you and voices
outside of you, the little recordings that you have saying, “What will happen if I let go of my job? Will I
be without any money? Will I be homeless on the streets?”

You see, the mind kicks in. You’re coming from your heart with this statement “I will let go of ev-

erything.” Then the mind kicks in because the mind is designed to protect and defend. You’ve given your
sovereignty to this thing called a mind. You’ve told it to guard your palace. You’ve told it actually to run
the entire kingdom of you. You’ve given over control to the mind, so it is just doing its job. When you

said, “I let go of everything” that is in direct opposition to how you have programmed your mind. You’ve
told your mind to hang onto things. You’ve told your mind that it is responsible for your wellness, your
happiness, and your survival.

All of the elements of the mind kick in and start to wonder what will happen if you let go of certain

healing modalities that you have for your body, certain things you’ve been taught, how to maintain the

health and the balance of your body. If you let go of those, particularly, let us say, a vitamin regimen, or

a certain way of breathing, or a certain amount of exercise that you need every day, or types of food that

you’re supposed to eat – if you let go of that, what will your body do? Will it go into some sort of failure
mode?

Actually, we’ll give you a little hint here – perhaps, just perhaps, your body operates at a level higher

than your mind. Biological intelligence, I will tell you right now, is far grander or far more expansive than
mental intelligence. Your mind doesn’t know very much about your body at all. It pretends it does. You
pretend you do, but you know your body has the capability to rejuvenate itself from things like cancer,
from wounds or scars, from imbalances in the organs and the enzymes and acids that are in your body.

It knows how to rebalance itself. There’s only one thing your body needs – and that is permission to live

from you, not from your mind, but from your heart, permission from you to exist in this reality/illusion. It
needs to know that you are choosing to live, to participate. I’m not just talking about surviving; I’m talking about truly living.

So you’re faced with this question – letting go of everything. It brings up fears. The voices come in.

Will I cease to exist? If I let go of everything, am I letting the defenses of myself down? Am I now go-

ing to be vulnerable to outside energies, other people now coming in and taking over my life, ghosts or

spooks or even I, Saint-Germain, the grandest ghost and spook that you will ever know? It brings up all of
the issues and all of the fears. Ultimately, what happens – at least in the first several attempts to let go of

everything – is that you get into a mental gridlock. You don’t know what to do anymore. And as I told you
in our last session, you pretend that you don’t understand the assignment. You pretend that you’re con-

fused. You pretend that you have other things to do and you’ll get back to this later. Ultimately, this letting
go of everything becomes a very natural state of being.

Humans right now – your consciousness is in first gear, and it’s stuck there. You don’t realize you
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have a second gear that’s much more efficient, and a third gear, and a fourth gear. You’ve discovered the

reverse, and you use that quite often. (Audience laughter.) You have these other methods of living life, of

being in life, yet humans have gotten stuck in this first gear. You’ve gotten stuck because belief systems –

which are the basis of reality – are extremely seductive, extremely seductive. They are stickies. You bring
a belief system into your life and it sticks, whether you initiated the belief system yourself, or whether
you adapted a belief system from another person, or from society, or something outside of yourself.

It comes into you and it sticks. It becomes what you feel is part of you. It is one of the, as was de-

scribed earlier, anchor points of your reality and your identity. You own it. It’s there, and then you don’t

even realize it’s there. You’re not aware. You take it for granted. You think that is the way it’s supposed to
be. By going in and saying, “Let go of everything,” it begins to challenge you. You begin to look at what
you are made of, of what things are important and, eventually, how you have brought belief systems into
your life to create the reality.

Many of you encountered this whole issue of how do you let everything go, what is the process? Do

you just make a statement to yourself? Do you have to literally go through everything in your life one

by one by one and let them go? Do you have to do a certain type of breathing to let it go? Ultimately, it

doesn’t matter. What matters is that you are making a choice to let it go. You may find that the process is
more symbolic or has a certain strength to it if you go stand along the ocean and you feel the waves and

the undercurrents helping you to release things. Some of you find that when you let things go, it may be

good to throw something symbolic into a fire because a fire is a transmutation of energy, changing it from
one form into another. Some of you may need to go swimming, to be in water or to take a shower, something that cleanses, that helps you to release these energies.

As we’ve said, the first time you do this, or even the second, or perhaps the third, it may seem dif-

ficult and challenging because it addresses your core beliefs. It challenges them. There is also part of you
that doesn’t trust you. Your mind, for instance, doesn’t trust you at all. You were foolish enough to give
control of yourself to your mind so therefore, it really doesn’t have a lot of respect for you. If you were

going to give up yourself to this thing called the human mind, it knows better. It knows that basically you
are the source.

So when you say you’re going to give up everything, the mind is a bit cynical. The mind doesn’t trust.

The mind thinks that this is just some new program, some fad that you’re going through. You’ll eventually
get over it. You’ll return back to the mind and control and you’ll seemingly bumble through the rest of

your life. You get a response back from yourself – from your mind – that says, “They’re trying this. Mary

is trying this, but it’s not going to work. She’s going to give up on it. She’s going to tire of this little game.
We’ll go back to the way we’ve always done things, relying on the belief systems that create the reality/
illusion.”

The deeper part of you, as well as your body and your mind and everything about you, needs to know

that you’re serious, needs to know that you are taking back the sovereignty of yourself. It needs to know
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that you are really, truly ready to release things in your life

that you’re not releasing them yet there is

a rubber band connected to the thing that you’re releasing so that you can pull it back when you need it
that you’re really, truly ready to let it go.

Don’t just do this experience once or twice; it is something that is appropriate to do every day. It

doesn’t take a long time. It can be over your cup of coffee in the morning, or while you’re taking a walk

in the evening, to release everything. What you’re really doing is getting yourself out of the stuck mode,
out of that first gear, and allowing yourself to find the higher gears in your life. You’re going to discover
as you release everything – first of all, you’re going to discover how you’ve been stuck, how belief sys-

tems have been stuck in your reality. You’re going to discover that you were also living in a very limited
reality base because of these things that you call anchor points, belief systems. They were keeping you

very, very, very enclosed. You’re going to realize as you release everything in your life, indeed, something
else comes in.

I don’t want to go into what that something else is, but there is a natural flow of energy in the universe

and actually in yourself that will always bring in something for you. Now the real question is this thing,
this experience, this energy that’s coming in, is it by your choice – your conscious choice – or is it just
seeming to happen, something coming from the outside, even from the angelic realms, something just

from the destiny of human consciousness? That is the real question. Is it something that you are choosing,
or is it just something that seems to be happening? Yes, ultimately, you are choosing all of it – no matter
what – but are you choosing it consciously? And are you choosing it deliberately?

As you let go of everything, it expands your possibilities and your potentials into whole new realms,

realms that you haven’t necessarily felt or experienced before. It opens you up to a totally different type
of energy potential for your life. But as with any belief system that you have right now, it is also important even to let these new things go. They’ll come into your life – these new energies – to serve you but
it’s important to let them flow out also. What happens is that you develop a new cycle for your reality,

a constant bringing in, a constant letting go, continually having energies come in to serve you, and then
releasing them.

By its very nature, energy wants to expand, energy wants to move and flow. By its very nature, you

are not an energy being. Your soul or your spirit – whatever you want to call it – is not made up of energy
at all. You use energy to create, to play, and to experience, but you’re not an energetic being. That is one
of the overlays that you’ve been led to believe, that you are energy. You are not; you are consciousness.

You are consciousness and that is not made up of energy. Consciousness will use energy to create and to
play with. You are not an energy being.

As you work with this each and every day – bringing energies in, letting them go – you’re going to

find that you’re no longer stuck. You’re going to find that there is a flow in your life. You’re going to find
that there is a whole new efficiency

but letting go, initially letting go of everything

systems is very, very challenging. They’ve been stuck there for a long, long time.
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letting go of belief

Let us take a deep breath together and let that energy flow in. Feel it. Experience that breath. You

don’t have to own it, do you? You can breathe it out. You can let it go. What happens next? You take the
next breath. You bring it in. The breath is like energy. You bring it in to serve your body, to serve your

reality. You feel it. You experience it, and then you let it flow out. You see, you’re still here in between the
breaths. Even though you let that breath out, you’re still here. You’re still here to take the next new breath
in your life.

Take a deep breath. It’s air. It’s oxygen. It’s prana, or energy. It comes into your body. It fills you up.

It serves you. You experience what it’s like to breathe, to be in this now moment, to be living – and then

you let it go. It moves on. You see, that breath doesn’t want to be stuck in you. You don’t need to own that
breath in order to feel its energies and to have it serve your body, your mind, and your spirit. That is what

belief systems are like. You can bring them in, in the moment, by choice. You can let them be part of your
life, but then it’s time to let them go, let them flow out.

Energy does not want to stay in a structure for an extended period of time. Energy wants to flow.

Energy wants to move and expand. But what happens when you bring energy in – in the form of a belief
system – and then you plant it in your reality landscape, it gets old after awhile. It wants to be released
from that belief system. It wants to continue flowing. When you bring a belief system into your reality

landscape, it also has a habit of solidifying, or limiting, your consciousness. Remember – you are con-

sciousness. You are not energy. You are consciousness. You are, ultimately, sovereign consciousness. You
do not belong to God. Your consciousness does not belong to a group. Your consciousness is not tied in

ultimately to mass consciousness. You are your own sovereign consciousness. Your consciousness wants
to continue to expand as well.

When I say expand, I don’t mean just growing outwards as you would think of in the human mind.

Expansion in the New Energy means every which way. You can expand inward. You can expand outward.
You can expand sideways. When you go multidimensional, you’ll realize that you don’t just expand in

one direction at one time. You can literally expand your energy multidirectionally and multidimensionally.
You’ve been led to believe that your consciousness – or this thing we call expansion – goes one direc-

tion – outwards. Let go of that belief system. Energy, consciousness, all can expand multidirectionally and
multidimensionally at once.

Your consciousness, by its very nature, chooses to continue to expand, or perhaps another word you

could use for it is experience. But when a belief system comes into your life, it is planted into your reality

landscape, and now it limits your consciousness as well. You have energy that is restrained, consciousness
that is limited or restrained. What’s going to happen? You’re going to feel very frustrated. You’re going to
get very confused. You’re going to be very unhappy. You’re going to be filled with anxiety and restlessness. This is a natural result of your own self wanting to continue to expand and experience and being

angry that it’s not. It’s going to start getting your attention somehow, letting you know that it wants to go
beyond. You – you – want to continue moving, expanding, and experiencing.
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It’s going to get your attention, causing you great frustration, anger, anxiety, health issues, relation-

ship issues, financial issues, and all of these other things. They’re not being inflicted on you. It’s not

because you are a bad person. It’s because you’re in first gear. You’re stuck. What happens when you’re
trying to drive down the road at 40 or 50 miles an hour in first gear? You’re going to overheat your auto

system. You’re going to hear these terrible whining noises from the engine. You’re going to feel tremen-

dous resistance as you try to accelerate. That’s exactly what is happening to you right now – you’re stuck.
That’s the good news because getting unstuck is not that difficult. It is actually quite simple.

Let us a take a look now at the very nature of belief systems and suggestions. At your purest level –

what you may call your angelic level, your soul level – you are not susceptible to suggestion at all. You’re
not influenced by those things outside of yourself. However, as you took on angelic form, then ultimately
as you took on human form, you allowed yourself to be open to suggestion from you and from the out-

side. Particularly here in this human level on Earth, working with the mind, working with a very – what

you would call – a slowed down consciousness, a limited consciousness here on Earth, you have allowed
yourself to become very susceptible. In a sense, you could say it was a conscious choice.

It was necessary here on Earth, in particular, for all humans to be open to suggestion or open to the in-

fluences of group consciousness because that is what has allowed you to have an agreement on things like

time and space in this reality. If you didn’t have this common agreement – or what I would call a common
hypnosis – everyone would have their own views and perceptions of reality

of time, of space, of the na-

ture of physical matter. Everybody would have their own version of science and physics and math. There
was a common agreement with all of the angels as they were descending their energies down to Earth to

share in this thing that we call susceptibility or the openness to suggestion. That has allowed you to create
mass consciousness.

Mass consciousness says that when you take a glass of water and were to let go, gravity would drop it

to Earth. You have a common agreement amongst yourselves. Actually, gravity is nothing but an illusion,

an hypnosis, and an overlay. You have a common agreement that there are certain things that are going to
happen in a certain way. You have a common agreement on the very nature of light and dark. You have

common agreements on what water is like, what air is like. You have common agreements on how basic
physics and mechanics work, how science works. You have opened yourself up to suggestion. This has
allowed all of you to experience the same type of reality on Earth.

You’ve also opened yourself to every type of imaginable suggestion. Yesterday I suggested to you –

and you believe it even now – that you’re stuck. I implanted this into your reality, so when you left here

last night, you left a new person – a stuck person. Now, some of you indeed perhaps were stuck, but were

you really? Were you really? Is it just that you’re going through an experience of what it is like to feel the

energies of transformation? Perhaps in this group that is sitting here in Lincoln City, there are some of you
who are pretending that you’re stuck so that you can experience what it is like to get unstuck on behalf of
all of the others who are going to be participating in this New Energy Synchrotize, you see.
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What is important is I, without having to wave a magic wand, put in the suggestion to each and every

one of you that you are stuck. When you were going through the experience of letting go of everything,

there was an overriding energy that kept you from really letting go, even though you’re totally capable of
doing it. It was my suggestion that you were stuck, and you believed it. I did an implant or, as I prefer to
call an “I Am plant” into your reality landscape. It was very simple. You believed it.

You went through experiences last night and this morning with that “I Am plant” in your reality land-

scape because you are very, very susceptible, open to suggestion.

As you know, it happens every day hundreds and maybe thousands of times, unbeknownst to you, be-

cause you’re not aware of how reality is created. You allow a message on your television to get implanted
into your reality landscape. There’s going to be bad weather in three days. You believe it. Thousands or

millions of others believe it. And what happened? Energy has this wonderful way of wanting to serve you,
so it will create bad weather in three days. Meteorologists think about how smart they are to be able to

predict the weather, but all that they are doing is giving “I Am plants” into consciousness. Generally, what
you choose, what you believe is what you create, you see. This happens every day.

You’re told that the economy is going to get bad in six months. Who knows – other than I? This goes

out into consciousness and you see an immediate reaction. That day in the stock market, the economy

starts going bad. It is an “I Am plant” – an implant that has gone out into consciousness. We’ve talked

about in other gatherings that energy will always serve you. It will always serve you – what you may consider good or bad

energy is always serving you. It is always coming in to validate your belief systems.

Belief systems, particularly the ones that you own for yourself, are very, very potent. They attract energy
from the outside and from the inside to validate or to help create the reality.

That’s what you are doing every moment of your life. Every belief system is calling out for energy to

come in and validate it so that you can experience it. You’ve gotten into this whole thing of saying that
you’re not consciously choosing it. You feel somehow it’s grander, more powerful, higher than you so

you’re just barely surviving, just barely getting through because again you’ve led yourself to believe that.
You can choose consciously to let go of that. You can choose your reality for yourself. It’s important to
understand how belief systems get in, in the first place.

Let’s take a look at it. Use your imagination for a moment here because it is, first of all, highly under-

used. It is one of the most valuable tools that you have. Your imagination is so powerful – if you call it

that – or so grand that you’re actually afraid to use it. You use the mind; the mind is not the imagination.

The mind pretends that it can imagine, but it can’t. The mind can only dig up records from the past, try to

re-create or re-assemble them in the moment to give you an indication or a feeling of imagination, but it’s

not. It’s historical data that’s been brought into the moment to try to give you a picture of potentials of the
future. We know that’s a mouthful, but you’ll understand.

The mind cannot comprehend the true potentials of the future, only the imagination can. Where does

the imagination come from? Well, from you – not limited by the mind. The imagination is your feelings
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expressed with passion, you see. Imagination doesn’t have to be pictures in the mind, although it can be.

Imagination can be a passionate feeling, a desire that you have. Use your imagination here for a moment.

Take a deep breath. Actually, imagination is one of the most liberating, freeing things that you have as

a human, especially when you allow the imagination to surpass or to transcend the mind. The imagination
is that creative part of you that will help break through some of the barriers, help get you out of first gear.
Use the imagination for a moment. Your life is like a huge landscape. Perhaps it’s a forest, and lakes, and
hills, and valleys, with a beautiful blue sky and some fluffy clouds, with some chasms, with some little
streams and brooks. It’s a beautiful picture, a combination of pine trees, evergreens, flowers, beautiful

blooming trees with wonderful flowers even coming from the branches and the leaves themselves. You

see in the imagination, you don’t have to be limited by a fact, a fact being the limitation of known quantities here on Earth.

You can imagine any kind of tree that you want in your landscape. You can even put in some ani-

mals, some seagulls, some squirrels. Maybe you want a few alligators in there, who knows? You can put
in some dogs and some cats. Yes, you can put in some dogs that have left your human life recently. You

can put anything you want into this reality landscape. This is your portrait. This is your landscape of your
life and of your reality. This landscape goes on and on and on. Just as much as there are these beautiful

pictures in your landscape, perhaps the ocean, perhaps beautiful manicured lawns, whatever you choose.
As you get to roaming around your landscape

to have

in one of the homework assignments that we’re going

you might also discover that some parts of your landscape are desolate and barren, scorched

earth, dead trees, polluted waters. You may wander around your landscape and find that there are some

quaint little villages, but also impoverished towns, some large cities that are filled with chaos and confusion. This is your reality landscape. It is a metaphor. It is a symbol of your reality right now. The land-

scape is filled, and you’re going to realize it when you start roaming around it. It is filled. It is seemingly
endless. You can walk or fly – or however you choose to transport yourself. You will find the landscape
continues and continues and continues.

In the beginning, the landscape, this canvas of reality, was basically clear. There was nothing in it

other than you, consciousness. But by allowing yourself to be open to suggestion – both from the outside
and from the inside – the landscape started to fill in. Every time there was a suggestion, it created a new

element in your landscape. When I told you yesterday that you were stuck, that went into your landscape.
Perhaps it presented itself as a bird, as some type of wild animal. Perhaps it just went suddenly floating

down into your landscape as a seed upon the ground, ready to germinate whenever it was appropriate. In
your landscape are all of the suggestions, all of the overlays, and all of the hypnotic influences from any
of your past lives and from this lifetime as well. That is why it will appear that this landscape that you
have goes on and on and on.

Every day, you are exposed to thousands and thousands and thousands of suggestions that somehow

find their way into your reality landscape. Some of them take on reality or form immediately; others per-
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haps lie beneath the surface. You see, for every tree, for every plant, for every one of these things in your

reality landscape, there is something going on beneath the surface as well. There are the roots of the trees,
and the flowers, and the plants. There are the little critters underground that you never see. These are all

part of the reality landscape that’s been built on your acceptance and ownership of beliefs, of suggestions.
It has created what you would call a maze, this myriad (of beliefs)

of your lifetime.

It’s important to note that for every suggestion that’s gone into your reality landscape and is helping

to create this portrait, that there are many, many facets. There are many, many sides of any single suggestion, but they are not all immediately apparent or visible in your landscape. When you see the tree,

you see what grows above the ground, but you don’t see what grows below. When I suggested to you last
night that you were stuck, that went into your landscape and it manifested immediately into something
tangible. Let’s say that it’s a bush, a shrub. What you were then aware of was that you were stuck. But

what you weren’t aware of was that, in the suggestion that was implanted into your reality landscape, was
also the energy of not being stuck. It was also the energy of being very free, very liberated. There was the

energy of moving beyond the old consciousness. That was not in the visible part of your landscape. It was
below. It was underground.

It’s important when you wander through your landscape as the homework for this part of the assign-

ment – when you wander through your landscape, not just to look at what is obvious on the surface, not
just to look at the lake with its beautiful, pure and calm waters

because it’s not just a lake. It’s not just

a surface of water. It has depth to it. A lake is not just a lake because it sits or it rests upon ground, upon

sand, and that hole in the ground is what helps to form the lake but it is not just a lake. This is a metaphor
for your own life, saying that you have filled it in with all of these suggestions and implants, but they’re
not what they appear to be. There is much more involved.

So, as you wander through your reality landscape after this session, I want you to be very aware of

everything. Look underground, not just on the surface. Look at what is happening above that tree. You
see, you’ve been wandering a little bit as I’m talking here through your reality landscape. Do you see

what is happening above the tree? Probably not. The tree, of course, is a symbol for an implant that was
put there a long time ago. Go and ask the tree what it represents. What was the hypnotic suggestion that
was “I Am planted” into your landscape and that you’ve allowed to thrive there? You’ve allowed it to
grow there.

Every one of these things is a hypnotic suggestion coming into your reality, into your landscape, and

then you own it. You let it stay there. It never occurred to you that you can clear your landscape. It never
occurred to you that you can let everything go. You can start fresh if you want. You’ve been so busy

trying to prune your landscape, trying to tend to the trees and the flowers, trying to keep the nuisance

animals away and allow the good ones to come in and play. You’ve been so busy trying to control that

landscape, trying to tend to it, that you were serving it. The landscape wasn’t serving you; you were busy
serving it. I’m going to ask you to wander through your reality landscape and talk to the tree. Talk to the
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bird, the water – whatever comes in – and ask it why it’s there. Ask it what was its implant or what belief
system does it represent. Then it’s up to you if you choose to keep it there or not.

The reality landscape that you have created is made up of beliefs or suggestions. Can you imagine

how many of the items in your reality landscape were from your parents? You’re smart, maybe they told
you or, worse yet, that you’re stupid. You come from a good family, good stock. That goes into your

reality landscape and it becomes a proud tree, for instance. Or your family is a bunch of drunks; you’ll

be lucky if you amount to anything in your life. That is some very rocky and barren soil in your reality
landscape. But remember, it’s not just what it appears to be.

If you come across that dried-up, parched lake bed filled with dust and perhaps pollution from the

past, remember that it’s not just what it appears to be. That dried-up lake bed in your reality landscape, if
you look at it from underneath or you look above or from any different direction, could have tremendous
potential, could have other facets that you’ve never recognized before. For every belief system that was

ever brought in – a belief, for instance, that you come from a bad family – there is an antithesis or duality
energy. There is a reverse energy or an opposing energy that you also came from a good family. Perhaps

it’s an angelic family that you come from. Perhaps it’s your own biological family that you have helped to
create on Earth. Look at the opposing energy that is not necessarily visible in your reality landscape.
Can you imagine the number of items that have come into your reality from your friends? Your

friends who can compliment you and say, “My, what a wonderful listener you are.” The same friends that
say something bad about you, that hurt your feelings. “You weren’t there when I needed you.” That goes
right into your reality landscape. Those are the easiest ones, the ones that hurt you. They go in as “I Am

implants” into your reality landscape. Now you have this huge portrait of reality. It is the “I Am.” I talk in
some of my other Schools about the “I Am.” I won’t go into detail about what that is, but basically the “I
Am” is your experience, or your choices, and your reality in this moment. That is your “I Am.”

The nice thing is that you can create any “I Am” that you choose. You just forgot to choose. An im-

plant went in a long time ago and I know right when it occurred. It went into your reality landscape and
said that you couldn’t choose anymore. An implant went in and said that you were either irresponsible,
you were reckless, you weren’t smart – whatever it was – it went into your reality landscape and took

away the belief that you could make a choice. And you have abided by that ever since. It is a dominant
feature in your reality landscape. It says, “I cannot choose. I have a destiny. Perhaps I’m just a puppet

whose strings are being pulled from up above. I don’t know why I’m here.” That’s one of my favorites –

“I don’t know why I’m here.” I think that if I hear that again, I’m going to have to have a long talk. “I’m
confused.” These are all games that you’re playing because of an implant or an “I Am plant” that went
into your reality landscape and you’ve just bought into it.

Humans by nature are very, very unaware. They take things for granted. They believe things. They

believe limitations and allow them to continue to create their life. Humans in general have a very, very
limited sense of space and consciousness. In general – and you would probably concur with this – you
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exist in a sphere that is about 12-15 feet in distance total. You’re aware of the things that are immediately

around you. That is where you maintain your energy presence, so much so that you are unaware of everything else in your reality landscape.

You’re only aware of things that are immediately within your energetic grasp, 12-15 feet (3.5-4.5 me-

ters). You’ve limited your energy so very much that you’re not aware of the fact that there is always the

reverse, or the opposing, energies for anything in your reality landscape, for any belief system. Humans
live in a very small, little world. In that little world, it reinforces the belief systems that they are little. It

reinforces the suggestion that they are living as a small person in a big world. They don’t have any control
over their reality. It’s not true at all.

Once in awhile you gaze out the window – as some of you have been doing here – you look out at

the ocean, but what do you do? Within a matter of seconds, you return your energy back right here to this
little sphere of about 12-15 feet (3.5-4.5 meters). It is actually more natural for you to be aware of things.

If you want to measure it in terms of distance – for miles and miles, kilometers and kilometers around you
to be aware right now, sitting in the chair in this now moment, to be aware, at least from a sensory standpoint, of something that’s happening up on the road, something that’s happening across the street, a half
mile away. You can be just as aware of energies that far away, even if you can’t see them or hear them.
One of the other homework assignments today is to learn to begin expanding your energy. We’ll

review these again before the end of this session. Today, spend time looking out on the horizon line. If the
horizon line isn’t in the distance, if it’s blocked by trees or houses, go up somewhere high – the top of a

building, the top of a mountain. For those here in Lincoln City, you have the beautiful opportunity to look

out across the ocean to the horizon line. Place your energy out there visually, also with your hearing – yes,
hear all the way out there. Well, who told you that you could only hear sounds within a very close range?
Place your hearing out on the horizon line. Place your sense of smell out on the horizon line. Place your
sense of touch or feel out there. Place your consciousness out there. Expand from this point that your

physical body exists in, out onto the horizon line. Then maintain that. Maintain that expanded energy onto
the horizon line for several minutes. Bring it back to what you’re generally comfortable with – that 12-15
foot (3.5-4.5 meter) sphere.

Do a little bit of breathing and then expand out again onto the horizon line. Hold the energy for five

minutes or more. Remember, you’re not projecting yourself out there. In other words, you’re not leaving
the now; you’re expanding or opening up. After a period of five minutes, come back. Breathe for a few

minutes, and now expand out onto the horizon line again. Hold that for 10 minutes. You’re going to find it
rather uncomfortable. You’re going to tell yourself that this is boring, and tedious, and that Saint-Germain
doesn’t necessarily know what he’s talking about. I’ll be right there with you, by the way.

It’s about expanding your consciousness. You’ve lived in this reality landscape – a jungle for many of

you – very small, very unaware. You only perceive what’s immediately in front of you. You forgot to look
under the ground. You forgot to look above. You forgot to look out onto the horizon line. In order to truly
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understand what it’s like to be a conscious Creator, we need to start with what it’s like to expand your
energy. Stop being little.

After you do this exercise with expanding out to the horizon line, then as the next step, expand your

energy to a grain of sand, a tiny piece of dirt even, something that is so small that it is almost out of your
physical vision. When I say expand, you say, “Well, no, Saint-Germain, you must have meant contract.”
No, expand. When you expand yourself, you can go tiny as well as big. What belief system said expansion means getting bigger in terms of a space or a physical size?

Now expand into that single grain of sand. It is the same energy and the same principles as expanding

out to the horizon, but now you’re doing it out to this tiny speck of sand. Again, it feels very uncomfort-

able for your energy being held – in what you would consider – that small of a space, but is it? Isn’t there
a belief system somewhere that is creating a reality of size, what’s big and what’s little? Can you allow
your energy to expand to a grain of sand and be aware of yourself at that level as well?

So your homework today – first, wander through your reality landscape. Let your imagination go. Let

anything flow through. Let yourself journey through your reality landscape. Do this for at least 30 min-

utes. Then take some time to expand your energy out to the horizon, as I just described, and then expanding to a grain of sand. You see, your consciousness has gotten very stiff. Your consciousness should be

flexible. It’s in a state of atrophy. It’s in a state of hardening. Your consciousness exists in a very limited
sphere. We’re going to start expanding it in every direction. This is a consciousness stretching program.

We’re going to get you limber again. We’re going to get you flexible. We’re going to get that conscious-

ness moving so that you can understand how this reality landscape was created in the first place, how you
can re-create it any way that you choose.

After you do your consciousness stretching exercise, then walk through your reality landscape again

using your imagination. Be aware of everything, particularly this second time through. Be aware of ev-

erything. Now, some of it’s not going to make sense. You know you have these dreams at night and none
of them make sense. You see an elephant with water skis. You say this isn’t logical. That’s your mind at
work, you see. Outside of the mind, things aren’t logical; they’re natural. There’s quite a difference. As

you go through the reality landscape the second time, be aware of everything now – what lies above, what
is below. Be aware of movements, sounds, noises, messages. Be aware of the life energy that’s in your
reality landscape. Be aware.

That is your very simple homework for today. You’ll have hours and hours this afternoon to work

with it. We suggest several things: no drinking of alcohol during this time – you can wait until later –

preferably no sex this afternoon, not that any of you have the opportunity for it, but we had to throw that

in. (Audience laughter.) This is a time to be with yourself; it’s not time to ignore the homework and go off
doing other things. It’s time to be with yourself and to truly focus on you. We’re going to get to the core
of how reality is built, how you are creating it. We’re going to explain some of the basics before we do.

No shopping this afternoon. That’s a great distraction – a wonderful, beautiful distraction – but it is time
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for you… for yourself.

You’ll have several hours this afternoon to truly be with this energy and then – if you choose – at the

end of this time of going through your reality landscape, take a walk. Take a walk in this reality that you

exist in. Walk along the beach or down the street, through the forest. Take a walk by yourself. As you take
a walk, become aware of everything as well, just like you did when you were imaging yourself through
your reality landscape. As you walk down the beach, through the forest, around the block – whatever it

is – be aware. You’re going to be amazed at how much you take for granted. It is all a hypnotic suggestion
that has been placed or “I Am planted” into your reality landscape and you just take it for granted. You’re
going to start seeing things that have always been there, but have gone unnoticed. Be aware of sounds,
shapes, colors, people, energy movements, the air. Be aware of everything visible and invisible.

You’ll probably find this last of these homework assignments to be the most enjoyable. You’re going

to realize how small you’ve been living, how much you’ve taken things for granted. Once you understand
that, it’s going to be much easier to start creating your reality as you choose. The homework is very clear,
very specific. Please don’t tell me that you’re confused, that you don’t know what to do. If you happen to
fall asleep, don’t use that as an excuse because even though you’re pretending to be asleep, you’re still
hearing these words.

Do these very simple things for yourself. Even be aware of the resistance that you may have to doing

them because part of you has been very comfortable, very satisfied with the reality that you built for yourself. Part of you has gotten very lazy living in that isolated little human world of yours. Oh, you complain
about it. My God, I hear your complaints all of the time. But you know as I say back to you – and you
pretend you don’t hear – then get out of it.

Why did you create it? When are you going to move on then? But, you know, you created what I

would call kind of a jungle, kind of a mess in your reality landscape. You keep inviting in new sugges-

tions every day like you’re supposed to do this. You believe that you have to open your reality landscape
to all these outside energies, not just your suggestions that you give yourself but you still have the “you
are stuck” energy sitting there. I already told you that I implanted it. You should go weed your garden
once in awhile and get rid of these stupid suggestions.

You tend to live comfortably. You tend to live small. It’s easier to complain about it rather than to just

change it. You pretend that you don’t have the tools or the insight or the ability to change it. You’re trying
to box your way out, but I know the game. You’re not really boxing; you’re just pretending to. If you re-

ally wanted to get out, you could. I know I’m, how to say, pushing a few buttons, mowing down some of
those plants that were in your reality landscape, but that’s why you called me here – to be annoying.
I am Adamus Saint-Germain.
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Session 3
Creating Reality, Lies and Liars
I am, yes, I am Adamus Saint-Germain. We return to this School of the New Energy Synchrotize. In

this School, we talk about how reality is created. We talk about how the influences of mass consciousness
affect your life. We discuss how all of the suggestions coming from other humans, groups of humans,
institutions, companies, television, all of these things plant suggestions in your reality landscape. The

door of your reality landscape has been wide open, accepting these suggestions with very little discern-

ment. You have been allowing these things to come in as seeds of ideas and belief systems. Sometimes the
seeds lie dormant for a long period of time, slightly below the surface waiting for the right opportunity to
sprout, to take root, and to become part of your reality landscape. You don’t even question where these
things come from.

There’s another aspect of your reality landscape. It is the suggestions or the belief systems that you

place there yourself. Sometimes these suggestions or beliefs are influenced by what you perceive in the
world around you, and then you relate these to yourself and make a judgment or create a belief system

about who you are. For instance, you assume that you are either a male or a female. You’ve never truly
questioned that. You’ve taken for granted that this biological body means that you are one or the other.
It is a belief system that you have and it is validated every day when you look at other people and you

compare them to yourself. It is also when you look in the mirror and you see your disguise as a male or

female, and then you continue acting like that throughout the day. It is a lie. You are neither masculine nor

feminine. Some of you would say that you actually have both – and I would actually say that you are none
of the above. You simply are a being.

So you see, so many of these belief systems are planted there by yourself, some of them quite delib-

erately. You create these belief systems – you think – in order to survive day-to-day living in the human

condition. Many of the other belief systems are total deceptions. These total deceptions are what eventually cause you to get stuck. That is where many, many humans are right now. They try to figure out this

thing called life. They study books, philosophy, religion, mathematics, and science trying to figure out this
thing called life. Ultimately at the end of the day, they are still stuck, unhappy, unfulfilled. They feel like
they’re in some sort of confusing and complex maze and don’t know their way out.

We’re going to address that in this session today. To begin with, we’re going to ask you to take a deep

breath. Let us get the energy flowing here because we’re going to go through a lot of energy on this day,
one way or the other. We’re going to be addressing some very deep, and perhaps delicate or sensitive,
parts of your reality landscape, of you. I ask you to take that deep breath.

Open up your imagination. Imagine yourself back in your reality landscape. Let it be whatever comes

through the imagination. Don’t try to force it or alter it. Whatever comes to you in this moment right now
as your reality landscape, allow it to be. It may be shifting, moving. Some of you may have nothing at

all. Don’t struggle trying to make yourself imagine it. There is a reason, perhaps, why you’re not getting
anything. Some of you are right back where we began the other day. For some, it has totally changed.

Take a moment. Observe your reality landscape. It’s interesting here because in this imagination, your

physical eyes aren’t seeing anything. This is all sensory, all feeling right now. You place yourself gener-

ally – most of you – place yourself in this landscape as a human being. I’m going to ask you to walk out
of that human illusion that you have of yourself. Place yourself in this reality landscape as just yourself,
without the body, without any of the physical attributes of your biology. Just let your body go because,

ultimately, you are not a biological being. That is an illusion. Take a deep breath. Feel your reality land-

scape, this portrait of your life. Sense it. If you find that you’re in your mind right now, take another deep
breath. Relax. Release. Feel your reality landscape.

I have to mention here that you’re in the imagination. Whatever is coming is appropriate, even if there

is nothingness, even if you can’t seem to stabilize this reality landscape. This is as real as this thing that

you call ‘life in the physical body’. What you are experiencing right now has the same qualities of reality

as your existence on Earth, what you would call the third dimensional level in a physical body. There is an
illusion that life on Earth in the body is reality; everything else is simply imagination, illusion or delusion.
As you are present in your reality landscape right now, understand that this is as real as anything else.

So are your dreams at night. So are your daydreams during the day. They are all very, very real. They

have different energetic attributes, of course. There are different ways of manifesting and moving through
these various levels of reality, but they are all very, very real. There are times when you go off in your
daydreams, your wanderings. You are imagining different outcomes of situations.

Let’s say that you just had a fight, an argument, with one who is very near and dear to you. You go

out for a drive. You replay the argument. You’re looking at different scenarios, especially when you say

to yourself, “I wished I had said this. I wish I hadn’t said that. I wonder what they’re thinking or feeling
right now. What will I do when I get back home? How will I react to the situation?” These are all very,

very real. They’re actually adding to your reality landscape. You’re viewing potentials of what could be,
but you’re also giving life to those potentials. You won’t necessarily act out all of the potentials in this

earthly, 3-D dimension, but they still exist. They’re still part of your total reality landscape. So when I ask
you to go into your imagination, go to your reality landscape. It is very, very real.
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The mind tends to discount anything that it can’t observe with the regular human senses. If you can’t

touch it, if you can’t feel it or smell it, the mind tends to discount its reality and just considers it some

type of mental wandering. The mind tends to filter out so many of the things in your life that are real. One

of the things that we do in this School is learn the appropriateness of the mind. We also learn to go beyond
the limitations of the mind into something that I call “a divine intelligence” and perhaps you call your
divinity. It’s also known as basically the “true” reality. The mind has its limitations even though it has

been given some type of sovereignty in your life. There is life, and there is incredible intelligence beyond
the mind.

Let’s look at the mind, how it came to be. Assume that, at one point, you were nothing but pure con-

sciousness – your own separate, sovereign yet inexperienced, pure soul, just an essence, just a sovereign
being. You’re sent out into this thing that you call the omniverse, which includes the physical universe

and all of the dimensions. You were in a state of innocence and purity and soul consciousness. You went

into this grand experience of this new reality, this new potential, to learn, to experience, to come to a true
understanding of how your consciousness works with and affects energy – energy being nothing but a
play, a tool, a toy, for you, this very sovereign bit of consciousness.

You didn’t have a mind at the beginning of – if you could even use the word beginning – but you

didn’t have a mind as a conscious being. You didn’t need a mind. As your consciousness evolved or

developed into what we now know as an angelic being, you didn’t need a mind. However, there was a

type of energy system that was developed within your consciousness to help you store all of the data and
the information of all the experiences you were now having in these angelic realms. You needed a way

to store data, remember events. It was designed to help you learn and grow, but it wasn’t a mind; it was

simply a type of sensory device. It helped you remember. It was what you would call the collection of all
the experiences of your soul.

At some point as you moved beyond the angelic realms

some of you might think that going into this

human state of being is a type of descending or a lowering of energy

lower vibration you call it, a cruder

form of existence. But I want you to take a look at that again. You went from being an angelic being.

Why would you go backwards in terms of your perception? You actually went forward in terms of allowing yourself to come into physical reality, to focus your angelic energy into a very specific and limited
dimension. You call it Earth, the material universe. You allowed your energies to come into a physical

body. You’re still an angel. You’re still, at the core, your own consciousness, but now consciousness with
tremendous, tremendous experience.

When you came to Earth over a period of eons of time, this thing that you now know as the human

body and the mind were developed. It’s taken generations of evolutions to come up with the type of body
and the mind that you have now. There was a lot of trial and error, how you were going to develop the

certain attributes that you have right now that allow you to interface with physical reality. Along the way,
this thing called the mind was developed. It was the human or earthly equivalent of this type of angelic
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storage unit that you had, but now the mind became a biological and a chemical device that allowed you
to maneuver here on Earth. It allowed you to store data about what water was like, what a tree was like,
how you interfaced with other humans.

Over the times of Lemuria, the mind was developed, and it was sharpened. As the mind was sharp-

ened, it became a more sophisticated tool for you. There was less reliance on what you would call your

divine energy. The mind was relied on for a variety of different tasks and functions. It started to pick up
other functions such as judgment because a judgment was a way of helping you to remember not to put

your hand in a hot fire. The mind also became a reference source for you, judging other humans around

you, remembering that they had certain individual particular qualities, some of which you liked, others of
which you didn’t like.

The mind was serving a very important function up until a certain point. We’re going to go to the time

of Atlantis. We’ve talked about this before. The human body and the human mind were quite a bit differ-

ent in the times of Atlantis than what they are now. There were humans who were large, some were small,
some had a few limbs, and some had many limbs. It was very diverse. Some of the human bodies looked
more like animal beings than what you now perceive as a human body. Some of the minds were very

large, some small. Some had tremendous capability to store and to analyze data, others had very limited
capability.

In the times of Atlantis, there was energetic work as well as what you would call medical or surgical

work that was used to conform the body and the mind. It was done with the general agreement of all peoples at the time. There was a desire to have a standardized human body and a standardized human mind.
This went on for a long time, generations and generations and generations of work to, what you would

call, perfect this. While this work of conformity was going on, there was also some – what we would call

perhaps – negative influences that came in at the time as well. There were some in Atlantis who were trying to control, trying to gain power. They also used this opportunity to begin something we now know as
mind control.

This mind control was interjected in the times of Atlantis under the assumption that it was simply

about conformity of the mind, but there was also a type of implant that went into the mind and allowed
it to be very, very susceptible to outside influences. You could say that this was perhaps the beginning
of modern hypnosis, an implant that is still in your reality landscape. It makes you very vulnerable or

susceptible to influences, particularly influences that come from perceived authority. It was a type of a
government influence back then that wanted to put out its message and have everyone obey.

Again, you could say there was perhaps a positive side of wanting to do this, but there was also a

negative or a dark side of it. This opened you up to influences from authority, from parents, governments,
and groups. Many of you here are averse to being in a group because there is a natural resistance. Some-

thing underneath is telling you that it’s not right. At the same time, opening you up to these influences in a
new way also made it easier in your modern society for things like television commercials and the news.
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The news so many of you take with such authority, without question. You just assume that what they’re

saying is true. You assume that if it’s the news, if it’s in the paper, if it’s on television then it must be true,
and it slides right into your reality landscape.

You allowed this thing called hypnosis, susceptibility, to now become part of your set-up. There was

actually a fairly large group in Atlantis that was given a type of energetic implant into their mind. It was

discovered that the mind was actually very, very vulnerable to suggestion. In a sense, it is a bio-computer

that had been programmed to accept information. By its very nature, it is susceptible to influence from the
outside. There was a group in Atlantis that literally was given a type of metallic-based, magnetic head-

bands that they wore. Most of these were slaves or the lower class. This also helped to control the mind,

but as it controlled the mind of that one individual who wore this type of headband, it also went into mass
consciousness.

As the energetic work was done with many people in Atlantis to conform the mind, again all of this

went into mass consciousness. Generally, you could say that anything that happens to one human, or a

group of humans, has an effect on mass consciousness. In Atlantis, it wasn’t even that everyone needed

to go through any type of wearing a headband, or any type of mind surgery, or mind implants because it
got into mass consciousness because everyone who was there was tied into the human mass conscious-

ness. Soon, it affected all. This caused what we would call a huge energetic collision, because remember
you are pure consciousness underneath it all. If you scrape away everything from this reality landscape

that you’ve designed and built, you’re going to find you’re nothing but pure consciousness. So here we

have these overlays, this mind control, this mass consciousness hypnosis starting to build up in the human
condition, but underneath, part of you is saying it’s not right.

This has continued right up until today. We don’t want to say that there is this huge conspiracy in

Atlantis. We don’t want to point fingers at anyone in particular or go into conspiracy theories; it just was.

And it just is. You could say that you have agreed to this at some level in the past. You have still agreed to
be part of mass consciousness. You’ve agreed to feel what it is like to experience control, deception and,
basically, twisted reality.

What happened along the way is very interesting. With this type of artificial reality building based

on the mind control, humans learned something new. They learned how to lie. They have become experts
at it. Their reality – your reality – was distorted and twisted. Something underneath knew it wasn’t right.
You could feel that. In order to cope with this type of twisted reality building that was going on, you

started to lie. You started to create other twisted truths. Humans have perfected this art of lying. Every one
of you here, every one of you listening in, is an expert liar. You do it for a variety of reasons. You do it to
protect and defend yourself. You do it for survival. You do it because you’re trying to discover, at some
level, who you truly are. You think by creating these alternative aspects of yourself, it will help you to
discover.

Let’s take a look at what’s really happening in the lies. In your reality landscape that we are in right
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now, it is filled with lies. It is filled with deceptions that you are creating for yourself right now. You lie

about who you really are. One of your biggest lies is pretending you don’t know who you are. You lie to

people you love. You lie to people at work. You lie about so many of the things that you do every day. You
tend to lie to the ones who are closest to you. More than anything else, you lie to yourself. Every time you
create a lie – a lie simply is, at some level, knowing it is not the truth. A lie is a deliberate deception. You
lie to yourself even about your lie. You pretend that you’re not creating it. You pretend that you’re acting
in your truth. Again, that is a lie.

Every time you lie, it creates something new in your reality landscape. That something new in your

reality landscape takes on an energetic quality. It comes to life both below the surface and above the

surface. Then you start acting out this lie. You start following its energetic trail, and now you are living in
a great lie. You forget after awhile what is truth, what is really important to you. You start living the lie.

In order to live the lie, you have to create more lies to sustain it. You have to keep ahead of the lie itself

by creating more and more and more. Pretty soon, your whole life is a lie. You don’t know the difference
anymore between reality – true reality – and your false and twisted reality that you’ve created. You don’t
know the difference anymore between what is your choice and what is your lie.

All of this is going through the mind because the mind is the generator of the lie. The mind is the true

birthing place of the lie. Even though your mind was not designed to do all of this, you’ve lied to your-

self. You’ve lied that your mind is who you are. Now you’re caught in this tangled, deceptive, decaying

thing called the lie. In your lie now, you are so deep into it that you can’t see your way through. You can’t
find your way out even though you are trying. In order to continue even to survive, you have to create

more lies about why you’re here in the first place. Then your lies take on an incredible quality. Lies are

perhaps one of the most creative aspects of you. They take on an incredible quality. They come to life and,
they lie to you about who they are.

Now you have this thing that we call the demons. You lie about them. You say the demons are coming

from the outside. It’s the aliens who want to come and take you away and do probes all up and down your
body and mind. It’s the government. It’s a conspiracy of a small group that is trying to control the world.

That’s another one of your demons. Some of you turn your parents into the demons. Even long after they
die they’re still there haunting you, at least in your lie-filled landscape. Some of you wonder why you

can’t shake some of the experiences that you had, difficult and painful ones, when you were young, why
that parent is still haunting you. That’s your lie. It’s your demon. The demons are yours.

Some of you lie to yourself that there are groups trying to control the consciousness of the world.

There are, indeed, some that try to, but there are none that are successfully doing it. These lies, these de-

mons now are part of your reality landscape. They hide very, very well. They can disguise themselves as

just about anything because you have begun a lie filled with highly creative energy and allowed it to exist
in your reality. It can disguise itself – they can disguise themselves in so many different ways.

You lied to yourself about one thing after the other after the other after the other. Even as we sit here
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right now, you’re lying to yourself about what I’m telling you. You’re saying, “Saint-Germain must be

talking to someone else because I’m not a liar. I’m a spiritual person.” That is a great lie. We could play

this game for days, for weeks, for lifetimes, but I’m here to tell you this morning that you are a liar. You

are the Creator of a false truth. You play games with energy. You play games with yourself. You’re playing this tremendous game of hide-and-seek right now from who you are. If it weren’t true, you wouldn’t
be here. You would be an ascended Master like I am.

Once you start living in the lies, the lies perpetuate themselves. Lies feed on everything in your reality

landscape. They feed on you. Eventually this whole matrix of your lies to yourself creates mass confu-

sion. Everything gets tangled. Everything gets blocked. You get stuck. Then you try to find your way out.
You try to find your way out with spirituality, perhaps one of the greatest lies of all times. What a great
place for the liars of the world to assemble

in spiritual or religious groups because it’s very difficult, as

you know, to come out with what you would call a definitive energy.

It’s very easy, as you know, working with the spiritual energy to implant even more suggestions and

more ideas. If I told you right now that the end of the world was going to come in 45 days, implanted that
suggestion – whoops, I’ll take that back; some of you are already believing it. I can see you running out
and spending all of your money, running your credit cards up. (Audience laughter.) If I implanted that

suggestion, part of you is going to believe it because we’re in a spiritual meeting. You open up your reality landscape.

You know what you’re forgetting to do? In all of these lies, and all of this deception, and all this con-

fusion, it boils down to one thing – you are forgetting to choose. For you in your reality, the lie has caused
you to forget to choose. It’s told you, actually, the lie – your lie – has told you that you can’t choose. The
moment you believed that implant – whatever it happened to be – you energized that implant. When you
energize a belief system or an “I Am plant” now it pulls in the appropriate energy to validate that belief
and to put it into reality.

You, somewhere along the line, accepted this implant, this suggestion, or your own self-created belief,

that you can’t choose, that life is chosen for you, that there is a certain destiny path, that there’s some
higher power.

That is one of the biggest lies of all that you have believed and perpetuated yourself – that there is a

higher power. Guess what? There is not. Now, feel that for a moment. There is not a higher power. Some

of you, as that goes into your reality landscape, feel terribly depressed because it’s a contradiction to some
of the lies that you’ve told yourself. You wanted to believe in a higher power. Why? Why did you want to
believe in a higher power? Because you think you’re a schmuck, a lowly human that needs salvation, that
needs to be saved by some higher being.

I’m here to tell you that there is no higher power than you. Perhaps that’s hard to believe. When you

look at yourself in the mirror, you go through the series of mistakes that you’ve made, problems in your

life right now and you say, “I am the higher power? There’s got to be more.” (Audience laughter.) There
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is more. You’re living in a lie. You’re living in a delusion and a distortion. There is a higher power than

what you perceive yourself to be. It is you. It is you. There is that pure consciousness of you, the essence
of you. You are God also.

This pure consciousness, is also a pure Creator and is here in this reality right now, but it’s buried

somewhere deep in that reality landscape. You’ve ignored it. You’ve lied to yourself about it. You’ve run
from it. You’ve had implants telling you that it’s not true, it doesn’t exist, that you’re some type of lowly

being. But you know – this pure consciousness of you is what is moving you through some of this tangled
web of old consciousness that you’re in. It is what is knocking at the door. It is what is saying there is a
way through all of this.

Sometimes when you let down your guard, when you relax, sometimes particularly when you’re truly

tired, when you surrender

you just can’t handle it anymore and you surrender, you give up, as some of

you would call it. It’s one of the rare occasions when this consciousness, this essence of you, your divinity can start coming through again, reminding you in its own gentle, beautiful and loving way of who

you are, reminding you that you are your own Creator, trying to remind you that you can choose. You get
filled with inspiration. You get filled with hope. You feel renewed. You feel like you’ve touched something deep within you. More than anything, you feel like you’ve felt again.

When you’re filled with lies and deceptions, when you’re in this tangled web of consciousness and

delusion, one of the first attributes, one of the first qualities that goes away is that you stop feeling. You
get numb. You’re just reacting. You’re just working from the mind. Your lies are now guiding your life

rather than your truth and your essence. So if you’ve stopped feeling, it’s probably an indication that the
lies have taken over, that your life is built on falsehoods and deceptions.

Imagine also what a wonderful Creator you really are to allow this to happen in the first place, to

get so lost in your reality landscape, to get so deeply involved in your creation that you absolutely forget
who you are

to have your reality landscape get so overrun with the weeds of lies that they now run and

control your landscape. Or do they? Or do they? Living in this complex tangled web of lies eventually –

eventually – will cause a type of mental disease or breakdown. The mind simply can’t handle all of what’s
going on. It can’t handle trying to track all of the lies. The mind eventually will give out because it can no
longer process and work with all of the lies, and all of the deceptions, and all of the energies of your reality. We would call it a failsafe system. Sooner or later, the mind will give out.

You don’t need to do it in a dramatic way. It doesn’t have to be a breakdown. It doesn’t have to be

something that causes you to land in an institution or get so crazy that you don’t want to exist anymore.

You see it more and more these days. You give it a variety of different names, but it’s all the same thing.
It’s your lies. You call it bipolar, manic-depressive, schizophrenic, any of these different terms. It’s the
mind giving out. It’s in overwhelm. Sooner or later, what happens in the breakdown is that you return
back to the core essence, but it’s a hellish, nightmarish, awful journey.

There are times, as you’re going through the darkest of the dark in the breakdown of the mind, and
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basically the dissolving of the lies and the illusions

when you feel totally lost. You lose touch with

consciousness. Remember the other day when we began the School? We said to let go of everything. Feel
what that’s like. Let go of everything. Some of you felt nothing. However, even though you were even

aware of nothing, you were still aware of your consciousness of you. You could be in the middle of a void
in the deepest, darkest abyss, but you still felt your consciousness. You were aware that you were there.
In the most extreme forms of this mental breakdown, there is not even the feeling of awareness, of

consciousness. It is just nothing. You’re not even aware that you’re in nothing and that is a most frightening, frightening experience because you’ve always, at some level no matter how difficult things got,

you’ve always felt your true self – the you – beneath all of it. Even though it was fogged over by all the
delusions and all of the lies, you still felt the you.

Humans have learned to perfect this art of lying, of creating delusions. Now, there’s a difference

between lying and role-playing. Some of you are wondering about that. When you role-play, for instance,
you can create an aspect of yourself to learn how to drive down the street. Your driver aspect kicks in. It
has all of the qualities that allow it to operate the vehicle and to work with – or sometimes against – the

other drivers on the road. This is a type of role-playing you consciously at some level create yourself – the
vehicle driver – but you know you can uncreate it as well. That is a type of role-playing.

Some of you are actors. You have acted in plays, in movies, in various things, but there is a conscious

and a deliberate attempt to create that role, but you know it is not you; it is just part of you playing, expe-

riencing, and having fun. You know that at the end of the play that you return back to you. You know that
you dress up in a costume. You play a certain role. This actually is very healthy. It’s a wonderful way to
use your creativity to create different aspects consciously and deliberately for yourself.

It is quite different when you are lying about it, when you’re not aware – or pretending that you’re not

aware – of things you’re doing, of aspects you’re creating, of lies that you tell yourself, that you tell other
people. These are the things that go into your reality landscape now, that slide in there, that require attention and require more lies to perpetuate the delusion, more lies to keep the illusion going.

That’s where we are today, friends. You are liars, grand liars, magnificent Creators, creating one lie

on top of the other in order to try to sustain your delusions, your grand illusions. You lie when you get up
in the morning. You lie throughout the day. You lie to yourself, to other people around you. You lie about
who you are. You create false values of you, false values. You tell yourself, perhaps, that you are a grand

spiritual teacher or being. You tell yourself that you are important to the world, holding energy, going out
and opening portals. That’s a great lie. (Audience laughter.) It validates this whole lie that you’ve given

yourself of being some grand spiritual being on Earth right now. It’s a lie of the ego, a lie of your reality.
When you lie like that, it’s like a sugar. You give yourself that short-term boost, that little bit of

drama. But then what happens? You know because you’ve been there. You create the lie. It feels good. It’s

like an injection of a drug. And then you crash. You come down off of that, and you have to create another
lie just to feed yourself. Sooner or later, all of these lies have to come down. Sooner or later, you need to
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be present in your reality landscape like you are now, to be able to take a look at what you’ve been creating and why you’ve been creating it. Sooner or later, you need to look at who you truly are. What were
the lies? What were the deceptions? What was the real choice or the real reality?

You don’t know right now. There is so much confusion. There is so much deception. The other day

even, when you were saying you didn’t understand the homework assignment. I think we were quite clear
with it, but the lie doesn’t allow clarity. The lie is your demon, is your grand demon. It’s causing you all
of these troubles, and problems, and confusion, and everything else. The good news is that somewhere

underneath is this thing called you, your consciousness, your purity. It’s creating kind of an earthquake

right now in your reality landscape because it wants to come back out. It’s tired of the lies. It’s tired of the
deception.

It wants to return to wholeness. It’s tired of all the fragments. It’s tired of all what you would call

the disassociated aspects of you. You create disassociated aspects, personalities of yourself that generally you’re not even aware of; in extreme cases, it’s called a multiple personality disorder. You get so

fragmented. There are so many lies that you don’t even know what truth is anymore. The good news is

that underneath it all, you – your pure consciousness, your “I Am” – wants to clear that landscape, wants
to come back to truth and reality, wants to come back to choosing reality rather than having it chosen for
you because of the lies. That is why we asked you in the very first part of our gathering to let everything
go – the lies, the beliefs, all of these vines and weeds
landscape. Let that go
call your soul.

and everything that has overtaken your reality

to feel the “I Am” presence, to feel your consciousness, to feel what you would

Your homework assignment for today could be a little challenging. We’re going to ask you to take

time by yourself. That in itself is challenging because the lie keeps you from being by yourself. Take time
by yourself today. Make a list, however many pages, however many volumes that it takes. Start to write

down your lies, every one that you feel, every one that comes into your mind – little lies, big lies, lies that
you’ve told yourself, lies that you’ve told other people, lies that you’ve created and you defend even to
say that you had to do it to survive. Write down all of your lies. If it feels appropriate, write down why
you did that, why you created these delusions about yourself.

Be open. Be real. If you get stuck, ask yourself, ask this you – the pure consciousness – what was the

lie? It would be happy to tell you. It’s been trying to for a long time. As you do this, don’t make judg-

ments on yourself. Don’t punish yourself or beat yourself up because that is part of the lie also. The lie,
trying to preserve itself, will come back and tell you that you’re an awful person. It will tell you that

you’re worthless. So stand back, as Tobias says, behind the short wall. Be the observer of your life, of

your reality, and write down the list of all of your lies. I’m going to ask you to do one thing – don’t play

a game with me or with yourself. Don’t write the words that say, “my whole life is a lie” and come back
with that. (Audience laughter.)

I want you to go in and truly take a look at actually how creative you are, how beautifully creative
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you are in order to do this. You’re going to go through a variety of feelings and emotions. One thing that
does happen here is that feelings come back up. Many of you have been shut down to feelings deliberately. You’ve closed down your feelings so, as you go through this exercise, it may be uncomfortable

that feelings start to come up again. Be with it. Feel the feelings. Don’t judge them. Don’t try to run from
them. Don’t go mental when the feelings come in.

After you spend some time writing down your lies, your lies to yourself and your lies to others, take

a walk by yourself. Walk down the street or in the woods or along the beach, whatever you choose. Take

a walk. Don’t focus during that time on the lies. Don’t try to analyze yourself; just take a walk. Do some
breathing. Then come back after the walk, return to your list. Write down the next level of lies, deceptions, illusions, and untruths. Some of you are going to get caught in the mental exercise of this. You

know when you are. You can feel it in your brain. You can feel the confusion and the analysis. Take a

deep breath. It’s part of the lie. The lie will get you trapped in your mind. It will get you stuck. Take a
deep breath and continue just writing down the lies.

We will return later in the day for discussion, your discussion with yourself and another discussion

from I, Adamus Saint-Germain. Today can be a very challenging day, but it can also be a very liberating

day for you. I’ll be working with those of you who call me in today. I’m not necessarily going to be easy

on you, not necessarily going to comfort you, but I will be there if you get stuck, if you get overwhelmed
by the demons of your own lies. With that, experience the rest of the day.
I am Adamus Saint-Germain.
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Session 4
Lies, Choice and Trust
I am that I am Adamus Saint-Germain. It has been a long day for all of you. As we begin this clos-

ing session for this day – a short session it will be – we’re going to invite everyone to take a deep breath
together.

You are going into the depths of your being. You’re going into the core of your reality landscape,

taking a look at your lies, taking a look at your truths, taking a look at who you really are. As you do so,
you upset a lot of the old systems and the balances that have been in place for years or very, very many

lifetimes. It causes a rearrangement of the energies. There is a tendency to want to pull back. There is a
tendency to feel changes coming about and, as humans often do whenever there is change, to then pull
back. Humans go into fear. They’ve been programmed not to want change.

As we sit here together in this fine moment that we share, taking a deep breath, there are those who

come from the Acharies. That is an angelic realm that truly assists those with creating their reality and
to help maintain a balance of all energies in their reality landscapes. That includes the entire physical

universe and the other dimensions. For this session this afternoon, we’ve invited in some of the angelic

beings from the Acharies to be with you, to help clear out some of those old stuck energies that you are
willing to release, to help create a new and very fertile bed for your new creations, your new reality.

Some of the old realities and implants and lies are buried very deep. You scratched the surface today

with looking at some of your lies, but there are many more, of course. You don’t need to do a total pro-

cessing. You don’t need to go in and write down every lie. You don’t have enough time in this lifetime to
do it. So with the assistance of these angelic realms, angelic beings will come in right now to work with
each one of you

the only thing you need to do is make a choice. Are you willing to have this assistance

and then to breathe? The breathing is symbolic of a flow and of movement and change. The breathing gets
energies going in your body, in your mind, and in your spirit to facilitate this process of transformation, of

change, of getting unstuck and, once again, remembering who you are – this beautiful, shining example of
consciousness, sovereign consciousness.

Take a deep breath. If you choose, the Acharies will come in and work with you, to help you let go of

those things that truly no longer serve the consciousness that you have already brought into your life, but

you have not realized yet. Breathe in and release all that doesn’t serve you. You’re not losing any energy.
What you are gaining is the potential for energy that is free as well as this thing we call New Energy.

We went through a lot together today. I was with you during your writing, as you were taking your

walks, as a few of you were cursing me. I don’t take it personally, by the way. It is very difficult for a

human with their mind, and their ego, and all of their lies, to be called a liar. It is one of the most difficult
things for a human to be called. You’d much rather be called stupid, ineffective, perhaps naïve. You’d

rather be called just about anything other than a liar. It triggers all of your defense mechanisms. It causes
you to pull back, to get angry. But this group and those who are listening – who are still with us at this

point – allowed you, through us, to look at some of these lies, to look at how they were clogging up your

reality landscape. It allowed you to take a look at how you are, in a sense, creating but really not creating
at all.

One of the other lies that we did not hear come up, one of the other lies is this whole lie that particu-

larly the spiritual metaphysicians, the New Age people give themselves that “I must have chosen this

on some level.” That is a lie. You’re not choosing at all. That’s why you’re sitting here in these chairs.
There’s not some grand being of yourself somewhere that’s choosing this. There’s not some path that

was laid out in some divine level that you’re now following, ignorant as a human to what’s going on, just
telling yourself somehow you must have chosen this. The fact is you didn’t choose at all. You stopped

choosing a long time ago. That is why you are sitting here. That is why you’re going through some of the
trauma and the difficulties – you stopped choosing.

When you stop choosing – I mean a conscious choice – you stop being a Creator. When you stop

being a Creator, your soul, in a sense, dies. Now you say, “But a soul never dies; it’s just consciousness.

How can it die?” Well, I’ll give you examples by the thousands and millions of consciousness – or souls –
who are not in the earthly realms but exist in the other realms who have died. They have shut down. They
have stopped being Creators. They exist, but they don’t exist. They’re here, but they have completely

closed down their energy. They stopped choosing. They stopped being Creators. When consciousness isn’t
creating, it dies, in a sense. It goes stagnant or dormant. It goes into its own type of suspended animation.
It stops. It feels like death. It feels like the end for these Creator beings who have stopped choosing.
Obviously because you’re here and can hear these words and feel the energy, there is still some

choosing going on by you. For the most part, you and other humans have gotten out of the choosing

business. When you don’t actively choose in your life, things then just happen to you. Things shape and

alter your life without you truly choosing. You’re choosing perhaps just enough to sustain and to survive,
but you’re not choosing and you’re not creating. That is why the simple process that we are going to go

through tomorrow gets you back into choosing – conscious choice, creative living, expression of your true
being.

When you stop choosing and life starts choosing for you – the outside elements appear to start

choosing for you – then the lies start, the lies and the deceptions and the cover-ups and all the games that
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you have been playing. When your reality landscape is filled with the lies, then you become very, very
confused. Again, here in that confusion, you stop choosing. When your reality landscape is filled with
so many lies that you can no longer feel, that you’re no longer choosing, then you become very, very

confused, vague. Everything is like living in a fog and you know it should be clear. Living, even in these
physical bodies, should have clarity to it. When you’re living in this reality landscape filled with lies and
lack of choosing, something else happens to you. You stop trusting yourself. You stop trusting who you
are.

When you stop trusting yourself, you lose the connection with you, your divine, your human, and

your aspects. You lose all of those connections. When you stop trusting, you go even deeper into this

whole game of lies. You do less and less choosing in your life. When you stop trusting, once again you’re
no longer a Creator; you’re just a being existing, being pushed around by the currents of life, until some
day that thing you call a soul does start to die. It does disappear onto the other realms and just goes into
its own state of nothingness.

When you are filled with these lies and deceptions, you lose trust.

It is time to bring that trust back into your life. You’re going to encounter that as we get into our ses-

sion tomorrow about choosing. We’re giving you the “heads up” right now because as we get into active
and conscious choosing, you’re going to feel something. You’re going to feel a pressure or an anxiety

within yourself. The big question that’s going to come up is: How can a liar like you possibly trust them-

selves to make a choice? What if you make the wrong choice, a bad choice, a choice that will hurt others?
Those are all lies. They are all deceptions. They are part of this matrix that you’re in that keeps you from
being the Creator.

When you’re presented with the option now of making conscious choices, your mind is going to

scramble to figure out in advance the consequences of those choices. But it’s just your mind. Your mind is
very limited, and it doesn’t understand the true energy behind a conscious New Energy choice. When you

live in a world of lies and deceit with yourself, you lose trust with you. That trust causes you to make few,
if any, choices. When there’s no choice, there’s no Creator; no Creator, no joy. It’s that simple. We’ll keep
this session short because we want the point to be very precise, very clear, and very understood by all of
you. With the lies, you lose trust. When you lose trust, you don’t make choices. No choices, no Creator;
no Creator, no you. It’s simple, simple physics of spirituality.

We’re going to be working with all of you tonight, one way or the other. We’re going to continue

working in this landscape of yours, looking at the lies. It may take you into past lives. It may take you
into other realms that are not physical. It may take you into some of your deepest and darkest secrets.

It doesn’t have to be painful. You don’t have to have nightmares. You’re going to feel an energy mov-

ing through. You’re going to feel a releasing taking place and, if you allow yourself, a releasing like you
haven’t felt in a long time. We know that you’ve released much in this lifetime. You’ve peeled back the
layers of the onion, so to speak. Tonight with your choice, with your permission, those from the Acha-
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ries, I, Adamus Saint-Germain, the energies of Kwan Yin and Tobias will all be joining you for a party of
releasing, letting go.

Take a deep breath. Feel what trust of yourself is like. Can you trust you? I do.
I am Adamus Saint-Germain.
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Session 5
The Synchrotize System
I am, yes I am, Adamus Saint-Germain by choice. Welcome back to the New Energy Synchrotize. We

are learning the importance of releasing everything from your reality landscape that no longer serves you,

and the importance of understanding how the simple choice makes all the difference in your reality and in
the rest of the days of your life.

I’ve told this story before about being trapped in a crystal, where I walked into the Temples of Tien

back in the times of Atlantis, where a very large group of humans at the time were focusing their energies
on this whole thing that you might call interdimensional shifting. I happened to walk in, perhaps at the

wrong time, perhaps at the right time, but the net result was that I was trapped in crystalline energy. This
wasn’t necessarily a literal crystal, although it felt like it. I was trapped in a crystalline energetic type of
structure where I didn’t –necessarily – any longer have a physical body, but I had my consciousness.

I have told the story a number of times before that I was trapped within this crystal for over 100,000

years. When initially I found myself in this trap, I was shocked, surprised and confused. I didn’t know

exactly what had happened. When I initially found myself in this crystal, I was forced to confront all of

myself, every aspect of me, every thought that I’d ever had, every feeling that I’d ever felt, every demon
that I’d ever created for myself. You see, you could say that I was literally trapped in my reality land-

scape. I tried to think my way out. I tried to wish my way out. I even tried to what you would now call
pray my way out, going outside to a higher power or a higher being. After a long time of attempting to

do all of these things, I found myself literally just running in a circle within my own crystal. I was stuck,
frustrated, tired, but continuing to repeat the patterns over and over and over again.

Now it may sound a little bit crazy as you sit here listening to this presentation, you may think it

doesn’t sound very bright actually, repeating the same processes over and over and over, hoping or desiring a different outcome. That’s exactly what I did for tens and tens of thousands of years until one day I
became so tired of the process. I realized that I was doing nothing but running in the same circle, and I
knew that circle quite well.

One day, I totally let go. I stopped desiring or wanting to be out of this crystalline trap. I stopped try-

ing to fight my way out. I stopped running in that old, tired and worn-down circle that I’d been running in

for all of that time. I let everything go. In that moment, it suddenly came to me that I could simply choose

my way out. I could actually just choose to be out of the crystal. In a sense, you could say I had created it,
it was in my reality landscape, and I could choose to uncreate it as well. You see, I’d spent all this time in
the crystal blaming others, wondering why

I was a victim of this dreadful energy, afraid what could or might happen. When I finally surrendered,

that’s when what you would call my own divine intelligence, or the simple self, came in and realized I
could just choose, which I did. I was immediately released from the crystalline prison that I was in.

This isn’t much different than your story. In a sense, you are in a crystalline prison. It’s called Earth.

It’s called your reality landscape. You, at some level, created the experience to be here. I’m going to have
to say it was a conscious choice on a different level to come to this place. You created all of your experiences here. You created a trap if, indeed, you feel like you are not a full Creator. For lifetimes, many of

you have been running in circles, victims, angry, tired but repeating the same pattern over and over and
over again, lifetime after lifetime after lifetime, waiting for something or someone to come in and save
you. And no one can.

First, there is no need to be saved. Second, nobody can uncreate what you created for yourself. You

are the Creator; you are also the uncreator. It is as simple as making a conscious choice. It is as simple

as that conscious choice. Some of you are thinking, “If it’s so dreadfully simple, why didn’t we know it

before? Why didn’t you tell us before?” Well, you have always known it, but you’ve chosen to continue
the game. And we have told you, but you wanted to have it cloaked in all these methods, and all these

systems, and everything else. It is now time when your ears and your heart are open and you’re coming to
understand that it is as simple as making a choice.

Over many, many lifetimes, there have been multitudes of overlays and hypnotic suggestions that

have gone into your reality landscape. You left it, in a sense, wide open to outside influence. It has been

planted with all sorts of ideas, and suggestions, and directions from the outside as well as the inside, from
you. We talked the other day about the Atlantean “I Am plants,” the implants that went in, initially de-

signed to help standardize the mind and the body and, ultimately, making you very vulnerable to hypnotic
suggestions from the outside, mass consciousness you now call it. It’s not necessarily an evil or a sinister
thing. It’s not necessarily a conspiracy from the outside. It just is.

These Atlantean implants are still a large part of your reality landscape. They are still influential over-

lays. So how do you get out? Simply make a choice. You don’t have to go through deprogramming. You

don’t have to go through some intense retreat or excruciating physical type of regime. You don’t have to

have anybody sage you, bless you, pray for you, or do long and extensive types of processing. As a matter

of fact, any of those things only serve to make those overlays even stronger because then you hypnotically
buy into their power and into their influence in your life. It is a matter of making that choice. Do you need
that implant anymore? Do you need to be tied in so intimately to mass consciousness that you lose your
own sense of choice and your own sense of identity?
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We’ll go through an exercise here in just a moment where you can actually release those old Atlante-

an overlays. Those Atlantean overlays had much to do with what you would now call hypnosis, the ability
to influence energetically, influence and even control another person. In the 1700s, I did extensive work

with Franz Anton Mesmer, who studied the effects of what some call mesmerization, animal magnetism,

or what you now call hypnosis. The ability to implant a suggestion into another person was simply using
some of these energies, some of these concepts that had been carried forward from Atlantis, a deliberate
attempt and a conscious attempt to hypnotize or influence someone.

Mesmer discovered that they could be very, very effective. Even in your modern day therapy and psy-

chology, there is still a basic understanding of the ability to hypnotize. It is used often to help people lose

weight, quit smoking, change some of the habits that they don’t particularly care for. Typically hypnosis is
done by one who is hopefully trained, but sometimes not, who mesmerizes or gets a person into a trancetype state, a very relaxed state where their mind is calmed down, where they’re feeling very relaxed, open,

and susceptible. At that point, the therapist simply interjects the concept into the person’s landscape with the
patient’s permission. They interject the concept that you will stop smoking, you will lose weight, you will
be smarter, whatever the particular desire is. That goes straight into that person’s reality landscape.

Let’s use the example of smoking. Here’s the “I Am plant” going into their reality landscape that

they will stop smoking. If this procedure is repeated a number of times over several different sessions,
it tends to take hold in their landscape. They now have this “I Am plant” in their reality that says they

won’t smoke anymore. To a certain degree, this can be very effective. It can work very, very well. But

oftentimes these hypnotic suggestions do not work because the person isn’t necessarily making their own
choice. It’s coming from an outside facilitator. It is actually the facilitator’s choice. It can go into the

landscape, sometimes it can actually take hold; the person can buy into the concept and, therefore, quit

smoking. Sometimes it goes in. It’s in the landscape, but it never really takes root. It never really becomes
a permanent part of the landscape because the patient hasn’t necessarily made a conscious choice for

themselves. They’ve empowered someone else to do it for them, but they haven’t made their own choice.
That’s where modern hypnosis falls short.

If it had gone to that next step – as I suggested to Mesmer – the next step of the client, the patient,

making the choice for themselves, you would see totally, totally, different results in this field of hypno-

therapy. But the fact is that most people do not want to take that responsibility. They don’t want to make a
choice for themselves so they allow others to do it for them.

The same set-up, by the way, occurs when you go to visit a doctor. You know perhaps what’s wrong

with you. You know at least that you have an ache or an imbalance. You go to the doctor. There’s a brief
discussion with the doctor. The doctor goes about doing his “I Am plants.” Part of it is psycho-spiritual;

part of it is mechanical-medical. In other words, he may give you a shot, a pill, perhaps cut off a limb or
whatever else is needed at the time. It is the exact same process that I worked with – with Mesmer – the
deliberate attempt to change the reality landscape.
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Now imagine, if you would, going one step further – that the doctor asked the patient if the patient is

making a choice to heal, is making a choice to live, is making a choice to balance. Yes, this is also Standard

Technology – the understanding that your body, mind, spirit, all of you, knows how to rejuvenate and repair
itself and then making a conscious choice to do so. So while this is all a very, very simple procedure – this
whole concept of making a conscious choice – it has a tremendous impact, a tremendous effect.

Imagine, for instance, in an office environment. Typically, the bosses, owners, management of the

company, are continuing to inject ideas, concepts, and hypnotic implants, into every employee. You put
out a bulletin with the latest guidelines for how you should dress, how you should eat, how you should
handle certain procedures at the office, how you should treat clients, how you should set up quality

control. These are nothing more than hypnotic implants. There is nothing that says the employee actually

needs to abide by these, but they do, generally without question. There is nothing that says staff has to go

along with these, but they do. They have been hypnotized into this entire process: When management has
a directive, we must obey.

In a sense, it is somewhat efficient, but what management has failed to do is to get the individual

staff members to make a conscious choice, a choice of agreement or a choice of disagreement. You find

what we call a diminishing energetic effect when a company comes out with a new program, a new idea

or concept. There may be a tremendous amount of excitement or enthusiasm at the higher level, but as it

goes out into this company, into the staff members, and eventually into even the market, it loses its effect
because others haven’t made a conscious choice to buy in. This is all part of this whole thing we call

hypnosis, implants, suggestibility. Whereas hypnosis took it to a certain level, it stopped short because the
other users – the patients, the humans – weren’t asked to make that conscious choice.

Making a conscious choice by itself is actually very easy to do, but going through the process of a

conscious choice because of your past, your history, and your programming, can be challenging. We’ve

set up a very, very simple program, concept, for making a conscious choice. It’s quite simple – it begins
with taking a deep breath. By taking the deep breath, you can acknowledge – if you choose – that you

are in this now moment, that your mind isn’t racing off somewhere else. Taking a deep breath stimulates
your body. It actually puts your mind at ease. When you take a deep conscious breath, it also calls forth

what you would call your gnost and your spirit into this reality. You take a deep breath. It is also acknowledging at some level of you that you are a Creator and that you are choosing life. After taking the deep
breaths, relaxing, now it’s time to go into your reality landscape.

Your reality landscape is accessed through the imagination. Your reality landscape can change; it can

look differently than it did a day or two ago. Sometimes you go into the reality landscape and it will be

filled with activities and energies; other times, it will almost be like a dark, quiet room. You go into your

reality landscape and you sense, you feel the energies. You can do this initially by smelling the energy. You
breathe in through your human nose while you’re in your reality landscape and smell the energy. As you

work with this simple process, you will actually be able to start to smell – and not just what is around you
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in your immediate human environment, but you’ll actually be able to start smelling your reality landscape.
As you’re in here in your landscape, in your imagination, allow yourself to hear through the human

sense of hearing what is going on. Most of you over the past couple days saw your reality landscape, not

with your physical eyes but with your imagination eyes. How many took a moment to hear? You may hear

human noises in this human reality, but place your focus for a moment in hearing in your reality landscape.

Perhaps what you’re hearing is a calm. Some of you are hearing a type of rhythmic motion or beat. Some of
you are hearing wild animals, the sound of wind, music, whatever. Don’t try to control it here; it just is.

In your reality landscape, touch something. Using your imagination, touch something around you.

Perhaps it’s the ground, a plant, water. Imagine yourself touching something. In your reality landscape
now, bring forth the human sense of taste. Taste something, anything. Don’t be worried that it’s going

to be poisonous. Taste anything. By going into your reality landscape and opening up your rudimentary

human senses, you start to open up all of your senses. You start to bring things to life. Go ahead and look
around your reality landscape. Take a little walk here – if you choose. Observe through your imagination
eyes the aspects of your reality landscape. Don’t try to control it; just observe.

By opening up and using some of these senses that you are very familiar with, it now starts to open

up your whole sensory perception mechanism. Beyond the human senses are what you may call spiritual
senses, things like intuition and knowingness, a deeper understanding of things. So while you are going

through this process of opening the human senses, it is also opening your other senses. You are allowing

yourself to truly be alive and aware. Awareness is consciousness. As a Creator, you want to be conscious,

conscious of every moment of every day, observing all things going on even in your reality landscape, being conscious of what you have created for yourself.

Now when it is time to make a choice, we are going to ask you to imagine and be aware of one of four

different symbols. It doesn’t matter which symbol you’re using. Each has a particular dynamic to it. There
is not one that should be used in a specific instance for this specific choice. What we’re doing here by

using four different symbols is getting you into the process of making a choice – a conscious choice – not

even based on what your mind thinks it should do, but just a choice. In this whole process of Synchrotize,
it’s like making a pre-choice to get yourself ready for your bigger conscious choice.

There are four symbols. The first is a square. You can imagine this as two-dimensional, as three-

dimensional, however many dimensions you want, any color you want. These are all your choices. You

can imagine it as being open or closed, however you would like to imagine it. The first is a square and the
square represents balance. It has four sides. All of its sides are equal. It represents balance. Depending

on what type of choice you’re making and what type of energy you happen to be in, sometimes you’re

going to feel very comfortable with the square because of its attributes of balance. You also notice when

the square is turned, rotated slightly, it becomes a diamond. Many of you associate energetically with the
diamond shape. It’s still square; it’s just turned on its side. It points out to what you would consider the
north, east, south, and west. It goes out in all directions.
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The next element that you can choose from for your conscious choice is a circle. A circle represents

fulfillment or completion. Some of you may be energetically drawn to your circle because it is about

completion. You’re completing an old cycle and beginning anew. You also understand that every one of

these shapes has its other attributes. A circle, as I described in my story just a moment ago, could be running in circles, never getting anywhere. A square, for instance, could be getting stuck. A square tends to
be very rigid. It doesn’t necessarily move; it’s just there.

You can choose a circle and you can choose completion. You can also choose a triangle, a triangle

with three equal sides. A triangle has the energetic attributes of movement piercing through something.

Because of its, what you would call, feng shui (pronounced in English as “fung shway”) shape, aerody-

namic shape, it moves through. If you feel there are a lot of blockages, if you feel that the overlays have
been very, very heavy, you may be drawn to choosing the triangle shape. The triangle shape can also be
very piercing, sometimes lack of smoothness, sometimes painful. That is its other attribute.

Finally, just a line. A line. A line basically represents going from Point A to Point B, the shortest pos-

sible route. You may feel drawn to using the line as your carrier or your vehicle for your choice. You have

something very specific. You want it done immediately. You’re going to go from Point A to Point B. This is
where the line is very useful. A part of the problem, or what you would call a negative attribute of the line,
is that it’s very limited, it doesn’t have a lot of shape, it doesn’t have a lot of form; it just goes one or the

other way. You’ll find that if you have a very short-term and immediate need, you may be drawn to this line.
So here you are now, imagining your reality landscape. You have these four symbols somewhere –

sitting on the ground, hovering above you, dancing in the clouds, suspended over the ocean, whatever you
choose. You’ve gone into the reality landscape; you’ve opened up your human senses – smell, sight, taste,
sound, and touch. You’ve also, through the breathing, opened up your other divine senses of intuition,
knowingness, balance

some of these other things, and now it’s time to make a choice.

With this group here, let’s go ahead and do that today, actually make a choice. I’ll even present a

proposition to you. A long time ago in Atlantis, there was this whole thing of mind control, the metal

headbands, the communal-type of consciousness, and a conformity consciousness. You’ve been carrying
it with you ever since. It is a very integral part of human consciousness right now. It’s a part of you. You
can make a choice today to release that.

This Atlantean overlay was very strong. The Atlantean overlay has made it very difficult, at times, for

you when you’re trying to move forward in your life with certain things and actually manifesting them.

You could imagine things on the crystalline realms, the non-physical idea realms, somewhere perhaps far,
far away. You could imagine what it would be like to own certain things, to do certain things. You could
imagine what it would be like to have joy and happiness in your life. But you found it very difficult to

actually manifest it here on Earth because of these Atlantean overlays. There was like a barrier, a block

that actually inhibited you from manifesting in this reality. Right now, you can make a conscious choice –
because you’re a Creator – to release these Atlantean overlays from your life.
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Before you jump in, take a deep breath.

Here I’ll give you our cautionary notes. When you make a conscious choice, it changes your life.

When you make a conscious choice, the changes can be very sweeping. Making a conscious choice initi-

ates an energetic rearrangement of your entire reality. When you make a conscious and deliberate choice,
you are now telling energy everywhere – remember, you are not energy, you are consciousness – you are
telling energy everywhere to serve you in a new way.

Energy, by its very nature, will serve those who choose it. It will also serve those who are not neces-

sarily making a conscious choice. Energy comes in to help support and validate your choices and your

reality. It’s been doing that. Even when you’re not making conscious choices, when you feel that you’re

not the Creator, that you’re just a victim of destiny, energy will support that belief system. It has been do-

ing that, so now imagine you’re changing your belief system, you’re changing one of the most fundamental dynamics in your reality landscape. You’re making a choice to be sovereign by releasing the Atlantean
overlays, the mind control, the mass consciousness, the reliance on everyone else.

Obviously, if and when you make a choice, you are now going to attract a new energy into your life.

Oftentimes, the first part of the process is a clearing or a releasing of the old energy, the structure that was
used to support the Atlantean overlay, mass consciousness, and all of the rest of that. There is a clearing
process that takes effect.

The next stage is that you bring in the new energies to support your new belief systems, your chosen

reality. So understand before you make a conscious choice, there will be a notable change. The question

you have to ask yourself is: Are you ready for it? Do you want just a little? Do you want some bandages

in your life – which you can choose, by the way – or do you want a true shift in your life? Do you want to
take over the reins of yourself, of you, or do you want to continue to allow the stream of mass consciousness to shape you and to create your day-to-day reality? Those are big questions.
Take a deep breath.

I can’t give you the suggestion; you can only give it to yourself. I can’t give you the choice; you can

only choose for yourself. If you feel it’s appropriate right now, you can choose to release the old Atlantean
overlays, the control, and the power of mass consciousness in your life. You can choose this. Don’t worry
about specific words. It doesn’t have to be stated in a direct way. Don’t you think that you, at your core,
can feel what you are making a conscious choice to do?

Feel any one of the symbols, whether it is the square, the circle, the triangle, or the line. You can

make a choice to have any one of these particular symbols completely be around you in your choice. You

can handwrite out, or imagine you’re handwriting out your choice, and placing it in one of these symbols.
However you choose to use it, feel the energy of one of these symbols. Choose one. Now in your own
heartfelt way, state to yourself, make your choice to yourself, what you are choosing at this moment.

You see, an interesting thing happens here in choice-making. Because it has been foreign to you for

a long time and because we have this thing called the mind – which is the device used by some of these
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old overlays for control and limitation – the mind jumps in. The mind starts chattering away: How exactly
should I word this? How should I put this choice? The mind gets very involved and complex to the point
now where you’re spinning in circles. You’re not going anywhere. You’re not making a choice; you’re

just spinning. If it was me, I would say my choice is: I am free. I make a conscious choice to be free of

the Atlantean overlays. Then I wouldn’t dwell on it anymore. I wouldn’t try to re-script it. I wouldn’t try
to spend a lot of mental energy trying to form it. “I make a conscious choice to be free of the Atlantean
overlays.” That’s what I would say, but now you have to choose for yourself.

Take a deep breath now. If you are still in your mind about how to word it, sorry – you lost the oppor-

tunity. Try again later. Take a deep breath. Let it go now. Let it go.

That is an important element – let it go. It is real. It is that easy. You want to make it more difficult.

Well, you can if you choose, but it is that easy. Let it go. It is now your choice. It is now in your reality

landscape. Now all of the energies start shifting. If you think you need to go control it, you need to pol-

ish it, you need to move it around, you need to tell it what to do, you’ve lost. Now you’re in your mind.
You’re back in the old stuck energy. You made a choice. Can you acknowledge that now it is going to

be real? That choice now sends out an energy to every part of you, to your past, to your present, to your
potential future.

If you made the choice to be free, literally it is starting to uproot, to weed out the energies of the

Atlantean overlay. It is literally starting to shift and change your reality landscape. By God, you’re going
to notice changes in your human physical reality. When, you ask? It all depends. The conscious choice is

already there, and now your entire beingness is going to start rearranging energies in a way that’s safe and
balanced and comfortable for you. It’s going to start working with internal and external energies.

You could find, for instance, that you have some physical discharges in the next few days. It’s part of

the process. Some of you are very filled with anxiety when something like this happens. You say, “I went
to this Synchrotize School and I got the flu afterwards. What is that all about?” Perhaps it’s just a clear-

ing. Don’t take that implant in, by the way. I’m not telling you to have the flu. (Audience laughter.) It was
merely an example. A variety of things start happening, changes, shifts, releases of old energy that don’t
serve you, at the same time as bringing new things in.

Go about your normal activities. Don’t sit there twiddling your fingers, tapping your fingers, wonder-

ing when all of this is going to happen – it just happens. It happens at a – I’m trying to think of a way to
put it. It happens at a pace and an unfolding that has a direct correlation to the pace of your own life. If
you’re sitting doing nothing at all, it will unfold or it will be evidenced in your life in a slower way. If

you are active, if you are being creative in your life – not just busywork but creative in your life – you’ll
notice the manifestation of these changes faster.

The important thing in making conscious choices is to make the choice and then to let it go. It’s going

to work for you. All energy serves you. We’ve talked about it before – you are the Master. It is about al-

lowing energies to serve you. Energy loves to serve you. It doesn’t resent it. It’s not angry about it. That’s
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what it’s there for. Energy serves you; now let it go to work.

There are a couple of key points here in making conscious choices. Let go of the expectations of what

it should look like. Expectations are generally, almost always, based in the mind. When the mind gets

hold of a conscious choice and has its expectations, the outcome of your conscious choice is immediately
limited. Let go of the expectations of what it’s going to look like to be free of any Atlantean overlays. Be
the observer in your life of exactly what this looks like. Be the observer of how the changes are coming
about. When you let go of the expectations, the outcome or the results can be far grander than what the
human mind ever could imagine. It may not be what you would expect, it may come out of the blue, it

may not be linear at all, what you would consider in direct proportion to your conscious choice, but that is
the joy of creating.

Once you begin to see the effect of your conscious choices, you’re going to have a better understand-

ing of how grand the choices can be, how creative and joyful energy truly is, and how you can use this

beautiful energy in a way that you could not possibly have thought about with your human mind. It’s very
important to let go of the expectations. Don’t try to graph, or chart, or plot the specific day-to-day changes. Be in the moment. Allow them to manifest in your life.

The next very important point about making conscious choices is to do it only for yourself. That can

be a real challenge because most of the needs and desires that you have – which, by the way, are quite different than conscious choices – most of your needs and desires and the unfulfilled parts of your life have
to do with other people. Many of you even sneak in a need or desire, thinking that it’s yours but it really
involves other people. “I need a relationship. I want a relationship.” The moment you make a conscious

choice like this, you’re now having to reach out to someone or something else outside of you. It involves
another person deliberately.

Once you start making conscious choices that involve other people, you get into some very sticky,

messy dynamics. In a sense, when you’re making conscious choices that involve other people, it is also a
form of witchcraft or putting spells on others. You don’t want to get involved in that because every time

you put a spell on someone else, you are also putting it on you. Perhaps your intention isn’t malicious or

negative, but you are planting something else into their landscape. You are putting an energetic influence

on them, so keep every one of your choices to yourself. An odd and strange question I would have to ask
is: Why would you need to involve anyone else in your choices? You are sovereign. You can choose for
yourself. Don’t get caught into choosing for others; choose for yourself.

The next important point in conscious choice is: What do you choose? I’ve seen it working with

some in the past when going through this type of process, they’re very excited to think that there’s this
wonderful, simple tool called conscious choices, but when it comes time to start working with it, they

are confused, they are even agitated about what to choose. An important point here is to choose anything.
You see, I’ve been watching you go through in your mind what your priorities are. You’re going to start
at the top of the list and go to the bottom, but then you get confused. What is the most important thing?
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You’re even getting esoteric or philosophical with yourself. You’re trying to come up with some cute little
phrases. “I choose that I am.” Well, that’s wonderful and you’re going to get it, but what does it really
mean to you?

I’m not saying not to choose it; I’m simply saying to get in the practice of making deliberate, con-

scious choices from the moment you wake up until the time you go to sleep. What a wonderful time, by

the way, to make a conscious choice – right before you go to sleep. You don’t have to do it every moment
of every day, but practice this several times a day, a dozen times a day, whatever feels comfortable. Get

into the practice of making deliberate and conscious choices, and then letting them go. Play with it. You

don’t have to make huge, overwhelming, grand choices every time. You can make a conscious choice to
simply see a beautiful sunset. The energy is now there in your reality landscape. By your own creation,

you will be drawn sometime, somewhere into a beautiful sunset. You’ve laid out the energy, the foundation that it will occur to you in your life.

When you’re making conscious choices for things like happiness, take a moment in your reality land-

scape while doing your breathing. What is happiness? What does that mean to you? Here, be cautious not

to get into the head but be working from the heart. It is completely appropriate to make conscious choices
to have financial abundance in your life. There is an old overlay – what I call the Catholic overlay. (Audience laughter.) You see, we had Atlantis and then we had the Catholics. There is more truth to that than

what I can possibly go into right now or what Cauldre will let me expound on in this taped session. There
is a deliberate Catholic overlay about abundance. Some of you have been right in the middle of it in past
lives, bought into it, and helped to put it into others’ reality landscapes. Hmmm, no wonder you struggle
with it sometimes.

You can make a conscious choice for financial abundance in your life. When you do, release it. Don’t

focus on it. Release it and watch how the flow starts. You’re going to see it come in, for many of you from
some unusual places. Be aware of how that energy comes in, what it looks like and what it feels like. It
will give you the energetic attributes of continuing to work with this whole conscious choice of financial abundance. Don’t be afraid of making conscious choices. You see, because you create something,

remember you can uncreate it. There is not a limit on how many you can make. You’re going to find that
even some of your own conscious choices are contradictory – and that’s alright because you’re going to

sense the contradiction and then they will come back to you, asking which should be validated, which you
choose at the time -- if you have two that tend to be separate.

Play with this energy. That is another very important point. I cannot stress it enough – play with the

energy of conscious choice. I say play because you’re going to have the tendency to get far too serious.

You’re going to want to analyze it. You’re going to be overly cautious with it. Play with it, just like you
were playing last night with abandon, with freedom, with joy and happiness. Play with this energy of

conscious choice. You’re going to begin noticing how it works for you, what you may want to do in your

process of making a conscious choice. You’re going to begin noticing above all that you are a Creator for
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yourself. We’re going to go back to that previous point. You do it for yourself.

When you do things like say, “I make a conscious choice for peace on Earth,” it sounds wonder-

ful but it is very, very complex because there are a lot of people not making that choice. It’s actually an

intrusion on their type of game they are playing that somebody would come along and say you must have
peace. What if you were told last night while playing on the beach that you had to stop, that it was illegal
to throw marshmallows on the beach? You had to have peace, you had to sit there quietly and be forced
to sing repeated verses of “Kumbaya.” (Audience laughter.) That might be somebody else’s concept of

peace, but why should it be inflicted on you, you see? Instead of making a conscious choice for peace on
Earth, why don’t you make a conscious choice for peace within your being, five minutes a day? You see,

the rest of the time you should be playing, you should be creating. Make the choices for yourself. That is
very, very important.

Coming back to the point – play with making conscious choices. Don’t be afraid. Don’t have one foot

on the gas pedal and the other on the break. Play with them. Observe what is taking place in your reality
landscape. Don’t judge yourself based on the rest of the world. There is a tendency to make conscious

choices for yourself, but then you get angry with the outside world that there is still poverty, that there is

still crime. Remember – have respect and compassion for everyone else, but shape and create your reality
in any you choose.

Changes will occur. But as our last, perhaps most poignant point here – trust yourself. Trust yourself.

What I mean by that is get out of your mind. Take a deep breath, let go and trust yourself. The changes –
or your creations, rather – will start to manifest in your life. Trust that this is going to happen. Let go of

that control that you thought you had. By the way, that was the grandest illusion of all. We have to laugh
at the controlling type of humans because they’re not controlling at all; they only think they’re controlling, but they were being controlled by outside influences.

Trust yourself. Allow the process to flow and to manifest. Trust that you are a grand Creator. Trust

that you can create your own reality in any way you choose. Don’t rely on someone else. Don’t even rely
on I, Adamus Saint-Germain. Don’t rely on other Shaumbra. Don’t rely on this unknown God, or the
angels, or anyone else. Trust yourself. That is perhaps one of the largest of all the challenges.

Somewhere along the line, you got out of trust with you. You could trust almost anyone else. You do

it every day. You place incredible trust in everything outside of you. You weren’t trusting yourself. You

are your own Creator. You are your own manifester. Trust you and trust the process. When I say trust you
– and not this far-off grand higher angel or higher self – you, right now, you here are your divineness and
your humanness and your Creatorship. You are all of those things. You’ve gotten out of trust and you’ve
forgotten who you are.

So as you’re playing with the energies of Synchrotize, of conscious choice, going far beyond hypno-

sis into the realms of true Creatorship, trust yourself. Trust how the processes unfold. Trust that if there

are changes that are occurring in your life that they’re part of your Creator process. Trust that whatever is
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now in your reality landscape is something you are consciously choosing. Nobody can choose it for you.

Trust if there are some, what you would call hills and valleys in these coming days, weeks, or months.

Trust that they’re your creations and they’re part of your process. Don’t attribute them to anyone or anything else. Trust that if you’re feeling a little bit off balance it is part of your process of energetic reorganization. It’s your process of re-synchrotizing yourself. Trust that every person who comes into your life
is part of your process. You’re bringing them there. Trust that every opportunity, trust that every loss is

all part of your creation and your process. There’s a little saying on the back of some of the coins in this
particular country. It says “In God We Trust.” That is very accurate – you are God, trust yourself.

So there it is, dear Shaumbra, the New Energy Synchrotize. It’s taken us three and some days to get

through. It’s actually a very, very simple process. It is a process that can easily be facilitated for other

people. You, as a Synchrotize facilitator, take people through the simple process of going into their reality landscape, choosing a symbol, making a choice. It can be done very easily, simply. However, you’re
going to find that with so many people, there are all the overlays of old belief systems that are going to

block, not all, but quite a few. For some, it will be appropriate for them to go through this entire course,

go through the same thing that you have gone through over these past few days. For others, you may find
that it is a simple and effective tool for beginning them on the process of making a conscious choice by

sitting down with them as their facilitator, guiding them through the process up until the point when they
have to make their conscious choice.

It should always be their choice, not yours. They can speak their choice out loud, they can write it

down on a piece of paper. Be cautious about getting overly involved in the discussion after they make

the choice. Discussions beforehand are appropriate because they open the person up. But if you get into
a long, drawn out discussion after they make their choice, you know exactly what’s going to happen –

they’re going to get in their mind, they’re going to get confused, and they’re going to take the element of
joyful creation out of their choices.

With that, dear friends, it has been an honor and a delight to re-present this class to you in this beauti-

ful location, this wonderful energy of Shaumbra. I thank each and every one of you for contributing your

energies. Some of you, I know, have gone through our previous presentation and you’ve been here to help
with a wonderful flow of energy and movement of energy as we re-presented. Some of you are brand new

to this material but with a deep understanding of the energy of Shaumbra, energy of Creatorship, and New
Energy itself. I give thanks to each of you. I love you dearly for the work that you do, for your choice to
be on Earth right now.

I am – by choice – Adamus Saint-Germain.
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Session 6
Questions and Answers
I am, yes I am, Adamus Saint-Germain. We continue with our time of Questions and Answers. Al-

low me to make a brief observation before we get into these. If you were to listen in on sessions between

psychologists or psychiatrists and their clients or patients -- if you were to be a fly on the wall listening in
to the conversations as I often do, you would discover that the sadness and unhappiness in people’s lives

are generally associated with other people. If you listened in on the patient talking about the woes and the
pains in their lives, it relates to other people, difficulties with their parents when they were younger, difficulties with their spouses, with the people that they work with, expectations from other people.

One point that irritates me is that there is this focus on the other people, on the external elements of

what is in the reality landscape. There is very little discussion about the person themselves. It always

seems to relate to the person and other people. This should tell you something about the reason for many
of the anxieties and the depression and the other things taking place. It always comes back to you, what

you are choosing and creating in your life. Other people, in a sense, are irrelevant. It is about the relationship you have with yourself regardless of the others.

That is why we are saying it is important to make choices for yourself. Don’t make choices that

involve other people. Don’t rely on other people for your happiness or your fulfillment. We have talked

again and again that it is all within you, all of the energy that you need. You don’t need to go to the grid

or the field for your energy. Your sovereignty is within you; it’s not held by God or angels or anyone else.
Everything you need for your fulfillment is already within. The ability to make choices, to create your
own reality is already there. Do you really need other people to fulfill you?
With that, let us begin the questions.

Question: Should we ask a client three times if they want change or healing before we work with them?

Adamus Saint-Germain: Indeed, this would be beneficial. It’s not required, but it is beneficial. When

you begin the session with a client to determine if they really want change, again make sure they are answering the question. This could be added to the process.

Question: If they equivocate, waffle, qualify, or finish with “but,” is it appropriate to work with them

or should we let them be?

Adamus Saint-Germain: You will have to feel that individual one. There are so many different sce-

narios here that we’re seeing so you’ll have to determine that at the time that you’re working with them.
But it would be good to ask them why there is that qualification or hesitation, as it were, in their whole

process. As you get into these questions, understand that you’re now somewhat getting off the path of doing the Synchrotize session and you now are getting into a type of counseling session with them. There is
that fine line that only you can determine what is appropriate.

Question: You mention the implants that we accepted from our family, friends, and those in author-

ity. What about all those implants we sent out to our own children, spouses, parents and friends during our
lifetimes?

Adamus Saint-Germain: What about them? (Audience laughter.) As we said in one of the early

discussions, everything influences everything up until the point that you choose to be your own Creator.

So, indeed, the suggestions that you place there are in their reality landscapes. You don’t have to go back
and pull them out. You don’t have enough time to do that. At some point, they will understand that they

are their own Creator and they will release these things as well. What you’re really asking here is if there
is any action to be taken or is there any need to have guilt? There is not. It has simply been the way that
humanity has operated up until now.

Question: If we’re working with a client who wants healing, is it appropriate to use a combination of

Synchrotize and Standard Technology?

Adamus Saint-Germain: We would suggest that they be done in separate sessions. In other words,

that you don’t try to do a hybrid of both methods in the same session or even on the same day. It is ap-

propriate to work with somebody with the Standard Technology, which is basically coming to the under-

standing that their body, or mind, or spirit already knows how to heal itself, then reinforcing that with the
Synchrotize for them to make conscious choices.

Question: You mentioned that the first few times we do the “let go of everything” exercise are the

hardest. Should we repeat this exercise? I’d prefer to make the choice and then let it go.

Adamus Saint-Germain:You’ll find that it is always about letting things go. You’ll discover that

there’s no need to hang onto everything. There is a natural evolution or a natural expansion of energy

everywhere. It is fun to play with things. It is fun to enjoy them, but then the natural energy – and your

natural energy – should allow them to flow in and out as appropriate. This is almost like the waves of the

ocean. There is a natural cycle of in and out. In this case, it’s the ocean of energy coming in to serve you.
When you’re staying very open, allowing for the continual flow in, flow out, then the energy can

serve you in a very natural and efficient way. Much like if you tried to capture a wave and then you try to
stop it; imagine what would happen to all the waves that are behind it. Imagine the blockage that would

occur. This is very much like what happens with so many humans in their lives. Allow that natural flow in
and natural flow out. By constantly being open – or what you say here

releasing – it also makes the use

of energy in your life much, much more efficient. You won’t need as much energy or time or anything else
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to get into your natural Creator rhythm.

Question: Would the easiest way to let go of everything, all of our belief systems, be to release the

primary agreement that we’re susceptible to suggestion or is that a condition from the Order of the Arc
that allows us to participate in the Earth experience?

Adamus Saint-Germain: It is entirely your choice. It comes to a point when you’re not bound by

anything, including any of the agreements that you made with the Order of the Arc, the agreement that

you’re going to take on a physical body on Earth, that you would be open to suggestion, that you would
forget who you were. That agreement or contract with the angelic realms was meant to be a stepping

stone, not a final, eternal contract. It was always known that, sooner or later, you would evolve through
this thing called the Earth phase or through the Second Circle to become your own sovereign being. So
you can release all of these agreements, all of these contracts. Thank you.
Question: Will you please say more about the Acharies?

Adamus Saint-Germain: The Acharies are an angelic group or team. The name is somewhat derived

from the energy of the Order of the Arc. The Acharies are a select group of angelic beings who have not
been on Earth before. They don’t want to get caught up in this whole thing called belief systems and

suggestibility. Their job is to help maintain reality on a group level, not necessarily individually. But as

groups have a common consensus and a common choice, they help to maintain a very, very elaborate network of what you would call energy corridors, portals, energy grids and structures that help to maintain
this balance for those who are choosing to be in it. The Acharies have long served humanity by helping
humanity’s choices and human consciousness to maintain balance, not just on Earth but in the multidi-

mensional realms as well. The Acharies don’t have any power over you; they’ve been here to serve you.
You can also release that need as you release the needs for the effects of mass consciousness.
Question: If we’re not choosing our lives, how does it manifest?

Adamus Saint-Germain: When you’re not making conscious choices, by a type of default, you go

into the choices of mass consciousness. When you give up your, how to say, kingdom, the reins or your
leadership over your own sovereign kingdom, basically it goes back to the default of mass conscious-

ness of other humans but also, to a degree, of non-physical beings on the other realms. You basically find

yourself in this big, flowing river of mass consciousness. Instead of choosing or deciding for yourself how
you would like to experience life, you’re now just in this common stream or common river and things by
a type of default are chosen for you.

Humans make some choices so there is always that degree of independence, but for the most part

everyone just goes with the overall flow. There’s almost an overlay that says it is not appropriate to be

independent and to be sovereign. So, you just fall into this stream of mass consciousness, but you can get
out of that any time you choose. However, consider that there is a certain level of comfort in just going
along with everyone else, with everything else. There is a certain level of comfort with being a sheep.

Question: You’re not a medical professional, but I know you will remember that. If we’re not con-
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sciously choosing and suddenly discover by default that we’ve created a physical ailment such as cancer,
can we truly unplug from the medical matrix of surgery, chemo (therapy), etc., even natural services?

If we’re so unconscious in the first place, is it as simple and as easy to cure ourselves by placing a clear
choice in our reality landscape? Can we say “no” to the other medical choices?

Adamus Saint-Germain: Indeed, I am not currently degreed as a medical doctor on Earth, and that

is a blessing. (Audience laughter.) Absolutely, you can make a clear, conscious choice about your health,
about your physical body. Your physical body is perhaps the most tangible manifestation of your ener-

gies. It is the most real thing that you have. Although you see its outside, you don’t truly understand the
workings on the inside. You definitely don’t understand the energetic workings of the body. Your body

is responding to you all of the time. Your body picks up what you call ailments or diseases or it triggers
the death hormone or any of these things as a kind of unconscious response to you, to how you are liv-

ing. When you are not truly choosing life, your body doesn’t feel the need to continue living so it sets up

mechanisms that will have the body start to deteriorate. If you truly trust yourself, implicitly understand-

ing that your body knows how to heal itself, and you make that conscious choice and you allow it to happen, absolutely the body can heal itself.

It becomes a bit of a challenge because when you’re faced with a disease of some type or the other

that can be life-threatening, there is the anxiety and the panic. There is the whole question about whether
you can truly trust yourself. There is the question about whether you can trust this biology of yours.

You’ve been basically taught not to trust it. You’re taught not to understand how it works. But if you are
very, very clear in your choices and absolutely clear in the trust of yourself, your body knows exactly
what to do.

Put the message, put your choice very clearly. Don’t go in and try to start tampering with things. Don’t

go in and try to energetically dissolve a tumor, for instance. You are interjecting a mental exercise – or

actually a mental limitation – into your body. We have seen where there are groups, particularly more in

the metaphysical arena, who focus on going into the body and visualizing a tumor dissolving, this type of

thing. But you’re playing a mind game here and you’re going to lose at it. You’re actually upsetting a very
natural flow of energies that will do it on their own if you simply make that very clear conscious choice.

There are times also when you make a conscious choice for healing, for instance, of a cancer where

suddenly you may find yourself in a hospital. You may find that you need some type of surgery or it’s be-

ing recommended to you that you need some type of treatment. This goes along the whole line of trusting

yourself. Your body has reacted in a way that it knows it best needs the assistance. It may need something
immediate. It could be medicine or surgery or alternatives. You may make a choice to visit the doctor to
have some type of medical work done and go through the procedures. The important thing is that you
made the choice.

Now how it manifests isn’t all that important. Your body could clear it right away or your body may

say, “I need some outside assistance” and call out for it. So don’t make a judgment about any type of
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medication, surgery, or anything else. Trust that your body and your spirit, in this case, know the right

thing to do. But, yes, in a very clear answer to your question, your body does know how to completely
heal itself. Thank you.

Question: Sometimes when one chooses to truly let go of everything, there’s an intense and very deep

grief. Is this because some part of me is still trying to hold on or because I really am finally letting go?

Adamus Saint-Germain: We think you already know the answer to this question, but we’ll state it

out loud. We’ll validate it. It is because you truly are letting go. You wouldn’t have this grief or sorrow if

you were pretending to let go, if you were just pretending that you were going to make a shift in your life.
You would have more of a sense of frustration, expectation, and anxiety. Here you’re feeling a true sense
of grief and loss because you are letting go of energies, as you know, that have been stuck for so, so, so

very long. You are actually indoctrinated into these types of energies. They are actually suggestions. They
are actually going even beyond that – very deliberate types of implants that went into you.

You, by the way, deliberately chose it to see what it was like to go through this process. Now you’re

coming to the end of that cycle. You’re choosing to let go of some of the things that you have felt have

been your core or foundation energies and there is a sadness associated with it. It is saying good-bye. It is

the end of an era for you. The end of an era doesn’t mean the end of all things; it simply means the begin-

ning of a new era. Part of the energy that’s woven into grief and loss is the uncertainty of what comes next.
If you want to truly cope with grief and loss, which as we said has this element of what comes next,

of uncertainty, you’ll truly go to this place of trust that is letting go, trusting that you are going to guide

your own self and your own spirit to a brand new level. Your energy has been deeply interconnected with
others up until now. It has been part of your choice, your growth process, so there is also sadness or grief

about now doing it yourself for you. Acknowledge the sadness and the grief. Do a lot of breathing for the
deep and implicit trust in yourself. Let go. Thank you.

Question: Is Synchrotize best used as a stand-alone healing modality or can it be combined with oth-

er modalities? I feel that Synchrotize would be a beneficial ending to the Sexual Energy School
you please comment on that?

could

Adamus Saint-Germain: The Synchrotize is a very simple tool unlike the Schools that go through a

very complex process. Synchrotize can be a very, very simple tool. It can be used with other modalities,

systems, whatever. It doesn’t matter what a person is doing. They don’t even need to be metaphysical. It

could be used by anyone – your friends, relatives, workers here at this hotel, by anyone. You don’t have to
get into a lot of the metaphysical or spiritual jargon when working with it. It all comes down to making a
conscious choice. It can be used in conjunction with anything else – medical treatment, psychiatric treatment, alternative treatment, anything else.

The only thing we suggest is if you’re doing a specific session with Synchrotize that you don’t mix it

in that same session with something like Reiki or Healing touch or anything else. Keep it to its own ses-

sion, preferably not even to do any other modalities on the same day or even within the period of several
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days. You want the Synchrotize session to be freestanding, on its own. Then your client is going to see

how it works in with everything else that they’re doing. They’re going to ultimately take a look and see
that one of the real core problems is that they were just not choosing. Thank you.

Question: When facilitating Synchrotize for another, how can we describe the reality landscape with-

out limiting it or suggesting something that might not be there?

Adamus Saint-Germain: If you review these recordings, do it simply the way we did it here with

you. We just talked about the reality landscape. We gave a few hints to get the energy going but then we
didn’t go into any detail of what was in there. We gave enough information to give you permission to

have it anyway you choose: From nothing, blank or barren, or even just a darkness to a grand landscape.

Now you’re going to find that most people – again because of mass consciousness – are going to relate it
to a physical or geographic landscape. It might have oceans and lakes and mountains, but this is a common symbol. It’s a symbol of overall human consciousness.

They’re going to tend to move in that direction, which is the very reason why we chose the terminol-

ogy and the energy behind this. You don’t have to get into complex detail; it’s just gently guiding them in
and then letting them create their own. I think you’ll see that most humans are very adept at going into a
landscape because they do this in their dreamscape at night. They go into various types of landscapes so
it’s going to be a very familiar thing for most of them to do. Thank you.

Question: I’ve been a very mental person all my life. My intellect has been my biggest ally and my

biggest destroyer. I’ve been working on feeling and letting go of my mental chatter for some time, yet I

find I still get stuck or caught up in the story or perceived reality. Would you comment or elaborate a little
more about working through this block?

Adamus Saint-Germain: Indeed. It’s a common human affliction. You’re not the only one although

you’ve certainly perfected it to a degree. Humans have gone mental. We talked about this whole issue of

the standardization of the mind in Atlantis. In your current culture, the mind is supreme. There are those –
most of those – who insist that the mind, the human mind, is the highest intelligence on Earth. That’s not
true at all. The human mind performs a specific function. It has certain pre-programming in it, as well as

the programming that’s been interjected into it, but the mind has been given dominion over you. You have
allowed it to happen. It’s your crystal.

You are the one who can choose to go beyond. There is a myth that you have to destroy the mind or

the ego in order to experience what lies beyond. That is not so at all. It is about the acceptance of all of

the aspects of you. The mind is just one. The ego is just one. Your divine presence, your “I Am” presence,
whatever you choose to call it, is yet another aspect. It is about making the choice to integrate and to use
all of the aspects in your reality now with you as the sovereign being. It’s time to let your mind know –
and you can actually act this out – let your mind know that you’re coming to reclaim the kingdom.

Visualize walking back into your castle, letting the guards know that you are the sovereign being of

your kingdom. Now, the guards at the gate are going to try to stop you. They haven’t seen you in a long
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time. They don’t recognize you. They’re going to think you’re some peasant off the street trying to take
over. What are you going to do? You’re going to try to convince them that you are the sovereign being?

You can’t. You can only let them feel. Let them feel your presence. You don’t even have to say words to
them. Go from your knowingness that you are the sovereign being of your own kingdom.

When you enter back into your sovereign castle, into your kingdom, again do the same with those as-

pects of yourself that you meet throughout the kingdom. A few will recognize you; most won’t. When you
get to the royal quarters – the ones you used to occupy a long time ago – you’re going to find that there is

a group in there, sitting around a very, very large table, dressed in very boring clothing, talking about very
boring subjects. If you observe for awhile, you’re going to notice that they don’t agree with each other.

The conversation is going nowhere. It’s gone nowhere for a long, long time. Make your presence known

to this group. It’s your jury, it’s your judge. They are the ones that you left in control. They work from this
place called the mind. They’re all in their mind. That’s why they can never make a decision or a choice.

When you re-enter these chambers, announce to them that you have made a conscious choice. You are

returning as the sovereign being. You are releasing them from their duties, from what they were assigned
to do. They’re not going to believe you right away. They’re going to try to engage you in an intellectual

dialogue. They’re going to want to know where you’ve been, why you think you have any rights. They’re
going to ask you for your credentials, for your educational background, for your spiritual training.
They’re going to go through the whole list.

You see, this is what you do to yourself – you get yourself caught in the dialogue. You don’t owe

them a single explanation other than “I Am. I Am. I have made a choice to be my sovereign being, to create my own reality. I’ve made a choice that you are no longer part of the reality.” They’ll disappear like
that. Don’t feel guilty either. They’re gone, just aspects of you.

Humans have this tendency to get into all of this mind chatter and then when they go into address

their mind chatter with their feelings, guess who wins? The mind chatter. It’s been trained to do that. It’s
very, very effective. It will get you caught in dialogue. You don’t need to dialogue with that aspect of

yourself. It is no longer the judge and the jury of the “I Am.” Release them. Take over. Be bold and dar-

ing. Make choices. If you find yourself getting caught in this mental game, breathe. It is very difficult to

breathe and to get caught in the mental dialogue. Give yourself permission or make a choice to feel again,
but then get ready because you are going to start feeling.

As you return to feeling, you are also going to notice that a new thing starts coming into play in your

life. There are many different names for it – the divine intelligence. It is something that goes beyond the
brain. The brain is a wonderful thing, but it is limited and it is of the human condition. Make a choice to

trust in this thing called you – divine intelligence, many, many different names for it. It is your essence. It
is your truth. It is your “I Am-ness.” It is the greatest companion that you’ll ever have.

Your mind will actually be relieved. It is overworked. It is running in circles. It is extremely bored

doing the same repetitive chattering over and over. It needs creative stimulation now. The mind loves
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creativeness. You haven’t been creative at all. You’ve been existing. Make a choice to live. Thank you.
Question: What happens to the symbol, the shape? You choose it, you use it, then what?

Adamus Saint-Germain: The symbol, whether it is the square, circle, triangle, or the line, is simply

an energetic carrier. It’s a vehicle. When you make a choice, when you choose the symbol to be its carrier,
it has a very interesting way of finding its best way into your reality landscape. It is a type of vehicle or
carrier of the energy. I don’t want to get into it because some of you will get very mental on me.

It carries a tremendous amount of energetic significance. There are mathematics, both human and

spiritual mathematics. There are energy movements inside and outside each one of these symbols. They

are all appropriate for manifesting your choice. You don’t need to use them, but they are nice tools, they

are nice added bonuses for assuring that your choice is manifested in this reality. What I don’t want to do
is get into this very analytical, intellectual discussion of why one is better than the other or when to use
one. Go by feeling. Go by feeling.

We gave you a little clue as the energetic significance of each one, but just feel which one is best for

you. If you’re going to make a choice – a conscious choice – to be physically healthy and balanced, feel

for a moment what would be the best carrier – a square, circle, triangle, or line. There is no right or wrong
in here; it is just the one that you are choosing. When you make that choice and this carrier goes to work,
your choice is not trapped in this carrier. It is like a magic carpet bringing it to the appropriate places.

The places are in your consciousness, in your physical reality, but every choice that you make is also

brought into non-physical realms, multidimensional realms as well. There is a whole series of multidi-

mensional implications to your choice. When you start placing those at the forefront, you again have lost
this whole thing. Don’t worry about how all of the energy works. You’ll come to know it intuitively. The
important thing is to make that energetic choice. Thank you.

Question: How do you stay in that moment – the New Energy – when I walk out of this room?

Adamus Saint-Germain: We’ve talked about it for three days. (Audience laughter.) You make a

choice. You make a choice. You make a choice, not for the outside world but for yourself that you’re in
this thing called New Energy. You’re in a state of balance – if you choose. You’re in a state of flow – if

you choose. If you choose to be in the New Energy, let go of the expectations. One of the biggest things

we’ve seen with all of you is an expectation of the perfection of New Energy. That expectation of perfection was coming from the human mind and what it thinks perfection is. First of all, there is no such thing
as perfection. There is the “I Am” and “Is-ness” but it is only the human mind that can conjure up some-

thing as twisted and distorted as perfection. When you make a choice for New Energy, as I said, let go of
the expectations. You’ll get New Energy, but it may not be what you thought it was. Thank you.
Question: Can I, as a Creator, choose a timeframe for my choices? If not, why not?

Adamus Saint-Germain: Time is a human concept. Time is also an intellectual concept. Time is an

implant that you have bought into and that you exist by. By its very nature, time is very boring. Time is
very linear. Time literally would drive a grand being like me crazy. I cannot confine myself in that tiny,
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little box. So when you speak of having a choice of time, you can indeed, but – I’m trying to think of

the best way to say this – depending on your choice and depending on the timeframe that you choose it

in – human words are very difficult here. Literally, you could explode the energy in that choice. It doesn’t
mean it is bad, but you’re trying to put a variety of elements together, even an expectation in your choice.
The divine choice exceeds the limitation of time or space or mind so you’re going to find some inter-

esting, how to say, lab experiments here if you start putting in the timeframe element. Time basically is an

expectation. Feel free to play with it, but watch what happens when you start putting the time expectations
into your choices. If it were me, I wouldn’t play with that game. I would make my choices and trust my

own natural processes to allow them to happen. Do go ahead and play with it. It’ll be interesting to watch
over your shoulder. I have to say that time – we could have a very long discussion – but time, because of

its fragile nature and how it was created in the first place, tends to explode. When time explodes on you, it
has some very, very interesting implications. Thank you.

Question: I’d like to have clarification of the Synchrotize process. Number one, I choose one of the

four geometric symbols. Two, I put my whole self into that symbol. Three, I make the conscious choice.
Four, I let go of the conscious choice. Five, I trust my own self. Correct?

Adamus Saint-Germain: Pretty close. What you’re doing here obviously is trying to make sure

that you’re getting this right. In doing so, you’re forgetting about just feeling it. We give you these tools
because, quite frankly, humans need these tools. You don’t need to create reality landscapes. You don’t
need the symbols. You don’t need any of that. It’s just about making a conscious choice but, that being
said, humans right now – and you right now – need the set-up going into it. You need to essentially be

very conscious and aware as you go into choice-making. So often you take things quite for granted. There
is not an awareness. You’ll just be driving down the road and say, “Oh, I choose this or I choose that,”
without really taking that moment to be in the now and to be very conscious of what you’re choosing.
That is why we give you this little system that involves breathing, that involves going into your

reality landscape. We ask you to sense everything – smell, hear, touch, taste, sight – all of these different

things, trying to get you into the moment and pre-conditioning yourself for your conscious choice. We ask
you to make a choice and then bring in one of the carrier symbols for it. You put your choice inside this

symbol or on top of the symbol – it doesn’t matter – but associate your choice with a symbol. It doesn’t

matter again if you put it inside or outside; you are just associating. That symbol will carry your choice to
the appropriate energies that create manifestation.

After you make your conscious choice, put it with a symbol, let it go. Let it go. Let go of the expecta-

tions. Don’t try to control it. Don’t try to manipulate it. Let it go. In letting go, trust yourself, not God or

angels or anyone else. Trust yourself that it will manifest in the appropriate way, in the way for you. Trust
that you know what you’re doing. Thank you.

Question: Hypnosis, suggestibility, imagination, even making a conscious choice can sound very

mental. For those who naturally gravitate to their mind, would you summarize how the facilitator can
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guide the client beyond their mind to heartfelt feelings?

Adamus Saint-Germain: As we’ve talked about in this session, the humans have a tendency to get

stuck in the mind. There is built into this little system we call Synchrotize, the heartfelt elements. In other
words, we are deliberately saying “breathe” as you go into this session. We’re deliberately saying “smell

and hear.” It opens up the sensory devices, expanding the person beyond just their mind. Even the imagination of the reality landscape involves a certain degree of creativity that goes beyond the mind. Woven
right into here are the elements that will help people go beyond the mind.

Now some of them are truly stuck in the mind. When we say it is time to make a choice, their mind

isn’t going to let them make a choice. They’re going to want to sit and ponder all of the potentials but
never make a choice. There are going to be some who make a choice but then their mind is going to

analyze. It’s going to try to manipulate. It’s going to try to do things like determine the size, the shape, the
quantity, the timeframe of the manifestation. These are all ingredients of the mind. You can encourage the
client, like we have encouraged you, to let that go but some will find it very, very difficult.

One of the things that you can guide them to do – if they choose – is to choose feelings, to choose

feelings, intuition, creativity. So if they are making these conscious choices, it also helps them to go

beyond the limitations of the mind. But of course, as you know, with some of them the minute that they
are in the presence of choosing something like feelings, they’re going to let their mind come in and try
to control what type of feelings, the amount of feelings, how they experience the feelings, and they’re
defeated at this point.

It doesn’t matter that Synchrotize doesn’t work for everyone. The ones who are drawn to making

some changes in their lives will be drawn to it. Don’t judge yourself on its effectiveness. Don’t judge

yourself whether you’re a good facilitator or not. You are a presenter – a presenter of choices to them.

From there, it’s up to them. The best thing you can do is lead by your example in your own life, how you
are now making choices, how you are a Standard. Thank you.

Question: How does Synchrotize, making conscious choice, relate to the ascension process and going

beyond the law?

Adamus Saint-Germain: It is a subset of the ascension process. One of the things that those who are

going through their ascension process, those who are going into their own Third Circle are going to realize is that they are their own Creators. They are their own choosers. It is very, very related. With both of
these tools in hand right now, you can choose how you want to live the rest of your days here on Earth.
Question: Dear Saint-Germain, when making a choice that is also a wish or a desire, how does the

latter one influence the outcome?

Adamus Saint-Germain: There is an energetic difference. We’re going to ask you to feel it. We’re

going to state some words. Feel the energy behind: wish, hope, need, want, try, choice, create. Could you
feel the difference in those words? Could you feel the limitation on some of the words or the fact that

they’re not choices, they’re just wishes? Wishes are somewhat intangible, indirect, wishy. The energy is
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not definitive. You’re just wishing for something, but you haven’t made the choice yet. Perhaps the wishing is in preparation for a choice, but if you never make the choice, the wish will not manifest.

“Need” – need says you’re unfulfilled. You need something. When I see the energy of people in need,

they’re always searching, always looking, and always needing. They’ve, in a sense, made a choice to
need, and they’re always going to be needy. When you look at the word such as “want”

wanting some-

thing – it is similar to need, always having to have something. It is incomplete. When you look at or feel
the energy of the word “choice”

it’s very deliberate. It’s very specific. It requires a commitment of your

soul and of your energy. That’s why most people are afraid of it. Most people don’t use it, don’t even like
it because it requires the “c” word – commitment. Create is also the “c” word. Most people are afraid

of creating. Some because they are afraid of what wrong or what bad they’ll do; others are afraid that
they’ve forgotten how to create. There is a deep-seated fear regarding that.

At one point, you intuitively or spiritually knew that you were Creators. You’re afraid that you totally

forgot how to do it. Then you’d have to admit to yourself, and perhaps everybody else would find out, that
you’re not a Creator so you’re best just staying away from that word – or so you think. You don’t have

to face what happens if you totally forgot how to create. We’re being very clear and very specific here –

choose and watch how the energy begins to flow. That will remind you of the terrific Creator that you are.
Question: What is the correlation between expanding your energy or consciousness and conscious

creation?

Adamus Saint-Germain: We would say there is a direct correlation. As you expand your energy – as

we went through the exercise the other day, gazing off onto the horizon line, and putting your energy into
a grain of sand – both are expansional. It was a process of helping you to loosen up your consciousness
which has been very, very rigid

to understand that it can expand in all directions. It’s a wonderful, spiri-

tual stretching program. In understanding also your conscious creations and your choices of conscious
creation, it is about understanding that there are no limitations. You can expand your choices and your

creations not just in this human realm, but you’re also going to discover that you can expand them into the
other realms that you play in all of the time. There is definitely a correlation between the two.

Question: Many times the words mind, brain, and consciousness are used interchangeably. Please

clarify the origin, structure, and definition of these terms.

Adamus Saint-Germain: It all depends on who’s choosing to use these terms. We are tapping into

the common vocabulary and the common vernacular used by Shaumbra in particular. The brain, as we

talk about it in our dialogues, is that bio-chemical device that sits on top of your shoulders. It is a type of

an organ. It works on the human level with chemicals, fluids, tissues, a few other things and electro-mag-

netic energies. What it also truly works with is a variety of non-physical energies, energies that are not yet
known by scientists that are also beyond the spectrum of electric and even of light. The brain is kind of a

central gathering point for of all of these energies at one time. The brain is a storage device. Through this
storage device, you come out with a subset of consciousness known as the mind.
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The mind is the screen, so to speak, whereas the brain is the projector. The mind is the screen. Here

data is retrieved from the brain, brought into the mind or into this type of limited human consciousness.
The mind is what you associate yourself with. It is the ability to bring up data, to solve problems, to re-

member names, or even remember sensory experiences. Your mind actually doesn’t control the senses that
you know – the hearing, the smell, touch, even intuition and these other things even though – Cauldre is

telling us we’re getting lengthy here, but it’s a fascinating discussion. The sensory devices that you have

as humans are not actually directly controlled by the brain, but the stimulation is run through the brain or
the mind to give you a type of feedback or picture that’s projected onto this screen.

The mind has been put on a pedestal. The mind of humans is the highest order of intelligence on

Earth. There’s been so much focus on the mind consciousness – also called the human consciousness –
that you even have tests. You have people saying they are smarter than others. It is perhaps the highest
level of human consciousness that people acknowledge, but it is just human.

Consciousness expands far, far beyond the mind although you’ve allowed the mind to limit itself to it-

self. Consciousness and divine intelligence go far, far beyond. It will help you to feel – not to think, but to
feel – into the interdimensional realms. Going to this higher consciousness that is already within you will
help you to feel the entities that are in the room right now. The mind will deny them, but the consciousness can feel them. The consciousness may be able to sense that there are other non-physical entities in

the room, but the mind will try to discount it or at least the mind will try to quantify it. The mind is, by its

nature, a quantifier. The mind will try to say what is its shape, what is its size, what does it look like, all of
the rest of these attributes normally associated with the physical dimension.

The trick here or the point here is not to run the data through the mind. Go beyond. To not have the

need to quantify, for instance, the size, or shape, or intensity, or color of the other entities in this room.
Give it a try. The room is filled with other entities, but don’t try to quantify “filled”

just feel. The mind

will try to put a number on the entities or how tall they are, what color they are, what activities they’re

involved with. Allow yourself to go beyond that into real feeling. This is where many of you stop and say
you don’t feel anything. What you’re doing is you’re not quantifying anything; you’re actually feeling a
lot because these entities right now are radiating for you in this moment. They’re asking you to just feel
without trying to quantify.

Take a deep breath. Now just be with it. Just be with it. At some point – it could be in a few minutes,

a few hours – this energy from these angel entities that are here will start soaking into you. It’s in your

consciousness or awareness right now but the quantification for it may take a little while. What’s going to

happen here is that the mind – because you’re giving it permission – is going to let go of the need to quantify it in the way it has been quantifying everything else in the past. The mind, in cooperation with your

full consciousness, is going to start searching for a new and different terminology or way to feed back or

project the data. What I’m saying here is that you’re going to have a feeling later about what these entities
were really like. Let go of the expectations and you’ll just feel that energy.
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We love questions like this. We could talk at great length, but we know dear Linda would like to

move on.

Question: During these sessions, we’ve talked about the concept of duality in our reality landscapes.

You’ve also talked about the transition from duality into the New Energy. Can you speak more about that?
Adamus Saint-Germain: At great length, thank you. (Audience laughter.) Duality has been the es-

sential component – energetic component – that you’ve dealt with ever since you left the Oneness, the
eternal One. The opposing forces have allowed you to basically see yourself. They have been mirrors

for you. By seeing the opposite, you can help to identify more about yourself. Duality has been a beautiful and wonderful thing that we all created at some point, but even that – it’s time to let that go. You’ve

moved beyond duality in your own life. Now understand that the rest of the world around you may still be
in duality. It’s choosing – or by default – just staying with it.

You can start going beyond the need for dualistic energies in your life. I’m sure you’re pretty tired of

them by now, the constant conflict to have to learn. You don’t need to learn from conflict. You don’t need
to learn by seeing the opposites anymore. As you go into a New Energy consciousness, you can release

the concept of duality from your life. You don’t need to be just a man or just a woman anymore. You don’t
need to be old or young. You don’t need to be any of the opposites. You’ll find that your own New Energy
is truly expansional, but it expands in every direction all at once.

The mind has a hard time grasping that concept because the mind wants everything to be linear be-

cause that’s how you’ve thought up until now. Even give your mind permission to now expand itself to be
able to comprehend simultaneous, multidimensional expansion taking place at once. This is all part of an
element of this thing we call New Energy which, indeed, is new. You’ve been using the same old energy

in the past over and over and over, recycling it, putting it into different forms and shapes and experiences.
Now there is something new. That should be a hint that the potentials in your life are far grander than

ever before. In the past, you’ve had what I would call a limited set of potentials, a very big set but it was

limited. It was limited in the consciousness or its ability. With New Energy in your life, your potentials increase exponentially and not linear either, not just more of the same old potentials, but a new set of potentials. The mind, and even your consciousness at this moment, can’t grasp the reality or the full potential

of the potentials because they have been outside of the scope of anything that you’ve experienced up until
now. By making a conscious choice to be with and work with New Energy, you leap into new potentials

in your life, new experiences. But with that cautionary note, be careful what you choose because you are
going to get it. It’s going to be different than what your mind thinks that it is.

With that note, dear Shaumbra, dear Synchrotizers, we conclude our session with you.
I am – by choice – you can be also.
And so it is.
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